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Ca DOLLAR A TEAR-
M. NATION
, b &Mom of Squire Alex
Campbell.
tIs of Her Ancestry
Nod Career And
Motives.
Seiler Wei Campbell. Si this shy.
is as Weis of Mts. OWN Nodes. "Sae
was siesseital itti," said he as a New
MIla Sea *Map. high spirited sad de-
tonated. bstlier hoe beim a fanatic
es alp subplot. I And it 41/111/ell se
Ilessmillb Mr rooms anima .with her
elesked searamer."
IIIIITVCIT LIN..
Ma Matiesi's nicielor was • &aught*
Rietaamoo Ommbell, a passer piths-
er Si onset. Ithe was mended
OW.
sesa
1111 la may asingspers
theeige Mosso died Ss s hand




0,1110 heels. a._hit Sled at
adleensed ago is esaiteriest where
she allselessivie" expert medical trees-
fissidgeglithe mind was ass affected.
Ogg* aingendi awe taise her Miters
WIMMISPIM Wes yews le Kesthoky lel-
athilkellaarel WM she had Mess* be
Wm* Obey cassamed as
illimeessee woe but
hob** essarths Me Maismeas that
seem, Mtn Moog Wit Ice kesbasd.
Dr. Memel. aim Are ISIMIfrell amebae .
burr sem as drookards is Mrs. Na
lib alma* fancy.
1111111011411 1111111111111
"Is* itty eggiles.".sid Oemp-
bell. °Vast Wrenn, hes aos bosoms i
feselemil semperasoe misers, bus b-
Md. doing *great work fee ehe eines
"Karam is • prebbieres stale owl she
Riper •3 dad' Mese me satirely Ws-
Sell. OM Lines wishes at be arrange
aad 11116111.111fillidellogleaes, for is
Magewlikeil was* deter-
mine lithlisepeleF gelds Si Me mai
Wilma ewer, this *Minn: if is is Mee
Nei eissmshdoehells seasechills are en-
IOW re liggigillesersis. it will Dos
Oahe We temposnate wises bag. win
Weir ann, as dose sway as Si Mee -
ptheas to she seise." liessedini as bar
mils. Um Nasals is fifty years aid a d
▪ sinsy.lat s aims is Me ram Ms
pails&
MIX IMITINIT
Moe NeelsWe beesh.r. Mr. Jan
Meese. *Kamm gay :iv stook emir.
Ws nem to skip...- wises hit g of
ear" inseam sod Me seem es awl
illembies Met whisky driskise 'prompt
isle ler life wed teal y Impelled bee
bineweas velem winner
a._im hog* weas from Kos
May thaws Me leer aadi mama es a
Owes essik Si llama la Oiry. Oar'.
Illassee Ian Itudies we• Dr. Glom m
Itie He was a very isselliami
isms old $ Wooed thysiolso.las wen
difbeekag Island his as 1 onion kia
OMR
Um bed ems child nuts died Is M-
ing from weaksess date a Me Weber s
1111bglgoobama. Is noise daps whew
saffored fir the seeessarise
Si she end/ elms eta ge lam at night
Or Orris Id *deem sad Goes
This she had a Swedes dom, who
merried a seeds Meier mirth pas SOO
sal wary Wier Si Min ins spent Is
IOW abrisicing ?be mere dealer
slim Se WWI rda dimagb his him for
Wlay.
101011111 yews Misr Me des* of Dr
bie widow married David No-
des. a Iliwyee sad editor of Warms-
MIL Mg*
ISM sa SATE
Mat Cards Maeda started ea but
eimslio masa Weiss twastr-eve
jellseigeothimesrdses theism* Dr.
• died At &Wham weetsee, at
lislarn. die. Om mid that laver hie
owe the node me oath bedere Oed Wes
tie assi et her ale 'said be deented
▪ the theigiseaseathet Moo Shea sem-
named HAM WO sebum sad wen
• dreekee mew
After onsishisg the Woes. at Meier-
plea. Kea.. she wee pelted with seems
met tip by • mowd Was followed boo
So Om treis.
lie set dews Mese is the math and
begm examisiag her dress, sneered
with eggs. '1 always shook God for
the fames be does," eke said, sad wiles
asked wbat feature of the demesne-
deaths was tbankhil fer, sth napes&
SS MIlligeirr "a.s Obeesp were eel
81111111M.es
••Ainset pss Medd ?" mho wee asked.
oX* sir; MN • bit," she answered de-
lithely. "1 as thing Cied's work.'
nag; WI MI 111 MM.
sti)eW' sessissed Mrs. Nation,
"11111111111Mdlig selselle isa Maim she
hethillMsen Ifte tremes• ageism the
sems Mai sod est them as exam* M
the imigp-aisy Mie Male ma be slopped
will argesine theta into a society of
011111111 WeISIMMI. If $ seisms opens is a
Wers as wedges lissio. If tbey ham sos
kiedthisti ewerh timmesime Is. wreak
fi,Mier edit seas foe sea I will mad
Ike my alike Is ditereee levee They
Iso weans id sedensed bravery
NM we will go shay and break up ch.
mikes sad beep is broths op
"Ailler we have damped it out in
Kens" vs wit/ hoer on ids'. . I bays
Wise bees all per* of she estinter •
sildegrame to soma I Mid Mae soder
OW Minfiettsties or Ibe United Beane
lie Wean eased legapy exist in any
OM Is Ibis emedry.
ARISTLUI COUNT/ COURT.
LI pessose Maw Maims against the
sift" ef W. a MOW will Cs Mem
swish me se sdnigase of said on or
beam Marsh WM MN at my office in
allplehemille. Ky. Fob. 11101.
W. P. Mahal.
Wal ‘/HIPPIes W. B. Lilac
COURTS MS Initi SAUNTER.
Primates Cesple's Odd enyeritinte
%dim IssIsa4011.
A piesthe Miry bas reached the ally
tram PrInestes. Lee Wawa*, 6
middle-aged widower of that place.
mine mar smnying kis ova Magner
lest algid. Two months age ha beg=
myth( ellesselons a Nth ramie Loyd,
a has Ithither, and within a skirt lids
seemed her awes. la starry hies. Tbe
eddina wee is ham takes place lest
sighs. Isoidestally she informed Wit
snow OM her real name was not Loyd,
bus shad .th bad bees raised by • tend
at Mat ammo In sossoweet an KW
s ort she having bess %aka. hem as
erthan's home wiles a baby It deem-
ed epos Witham. that she migat be
sisisuglo t eliii6 sad epos ismangw-
ilea privet this es be Wes. Tile weer
Slag was desissedelL
REVIVAL ENDS
De. Briggs' Labors Waft
Fruitful.
From ',Vidor§ daily.
The revival sa the Methodies rhumb
Mord leas sigh* wish gratifying midst
TM thank membership has bees
grainy revived.
MANY CONVENTED.
The nod number converted is set
known. gado a amber wire in Moir
he.... Some sweaty-eve or thirty
bass claimed tionvenlen.
Op to 'ha present sixteen hem hanged
a weir names for awnibarehip In she
Merbodies Marco wish more Is follow.
4 alembic will go so ocher obarobes
Dr. Brigri preached sweaty-am ser.
atom, every the of which win presesse
is Mater Man the ooti pissed's* Is. •
I.e. aeries has emir Imes k. .rd hire.
Dr. Briton bee grail endesred him-
self 10 the Hophineville people. He is
learned, hilabhil, and religious, via
owe aim. the @Meares at moth
Res. G. W. Lyon west Snout le load-
ing the shiging, beside other vainabie
work reedered in tise iseseing.
Ti'. darn and pastor are grateful to





SRO& INDUS BANIIRUPT4T SALE.
hese Meader% eery
Kr P Ii. Williams. as taisess is
Malmo ey. sold this morning Me real
mime et tbe Brosdaes brother. The
peroperty bronchi $14 OW anti was sold
to she following parties: To? J. Peen
tor, 1S/ se.-. IS WO; to W. T. Tandy.
HIS sores, $11 400 avid 47 sores. $1.1111; te
Sr McClure. 1911 sormi. se his.
• AGENTS BASQUETE11.
The Menspothe• At. Insures..
meets of this disIdet isoludiag ages*
of the sompany at ReadmillSel.
Men Morkiesville. MadiaserMis end
offher poises were rainpasoosly besquet-
ed as Paguy's Is Hasiderem Sanirday
algid An elaborate mean was sired.
Tbe fallowing Ilepilasville represses-
adves et the oesapeiry were proses": W.
J. liesedare, sisieleas superintendent;
lilreoNis I. A. Royer. W. G. °mob, R.
1. Willingham, J. Z. Itiothies, IL J.
Heaseek, W. Haase&
0000 TIIINIL
The Mastiersos Glower, mousenting
as Me Kern of wealthy Hawaiian
plealms M employ Christi= county
mgro laborers, ism : •
Tbe proposition made adored laborers
by lissrailan planters is a better am
Mae east be secured for them in this
einintry, sad if they refuse it they are
Sanding very much in then ova light
By ipiing so the Islands they will me
mush Si die world M another's cost,
will be comfortably oared for sad well
paid. • shrewd darky mks to be able
to go than sad, by soosesdeal prudence
and Pedants*, by up math mosey,
Men restart to the Weds aid become
somewhat more importeal Man he will
ever be by reasainine here.
SOLID 0014708T in wearing oar
'sand made shoes. Drop in and give as
mar ateemm. You as seep those
soughs sad colds this winter weather if




You forgot to buy a bottle
of Ayer's Cherry Pectoral when
your cold first came on, didn't
you That's where you made
$ mistake. Yet even now it




Cures consumption every time
when a Cure is possible. We
speak positively, for we know
all about it. There's a record
of sixty years to fall back on.
For all throat and lung troubles
there isn't a remedy in the
world equal to it.
Three Sims: M.. Mc., rim
anyis
ioneue &Win IUDs' WW1 Yo!!_tsed!II 0••sea wIll asLiresamfele_rks Mrs:7 3=




Saw No Shadow And Win-
ter is Over.




Teis uigoussdb4 day, and as that
antsoloes sotsal 611.4 10 me his shadow
whoa be appeared at o'clock, winter,
of camas, is all over. sad 191/114 will ass
In rigbt away
BLUE SW TI.SSIL
In Mis eassecesoo, is may be slated
that the cower, people &resetting very
meek discouraged over the 'Mbar for a
amp el lea
Maw termen asd Mien wit dee in
the costar, have ire home sad depend
ettlyetbse as trussing woo** Is 11*
them filled. Is is now lam is the see-
ms sad sobody has pet up Me yet.
Bar* In the whaler the ponds were
tri as for a few days, sad the small
boys kid a brie* period of skating. but
there has boas so weather mid enOudb
So tarnish as lee is, up so this date,
and Me oesstry ice houses are all
empty. Is has beta me of the most re-
searbable whams over known in this
Gneiss Si the osur try. However. some
of Me /arisen who wire heard to Salk
about the prospects tor an ioe crop say
tbi t they have gathered toe in February
sad even se tate at March, bin this
an exiteptit a.
NAVE NIPS S.
The ow sirs of ice booms are hoping
dist this may eostinue us nrom an ex.
ospeiesal winter by having a freese in
February ibis will afford Me to 111 55.
homes, for if as ins hearing weenier
Weald come many-if thessintry people
will be courpeiled to do gadabout ose of
the grearise surreser lonmise knows.
They live tee Ear Wm the oily to buy
sieseacieered is*, sad this it would
prove toe missive for mess the win-
ery popes who FM up their Vern Me
trims the winters are cold enough to
prodlatie in
IIROKER WALES' REPORT
Of she Caselles el the HeykJerrifte
Telma Ilarket.
Etormnammut. • Feb 1,1091.
The motet Mathes small during the
mesa both is offerings and demand.
Only few beressads etkel yet off red,
ssoetly legs. The gamily, both leaf mad
lags, so far are of cosmos grades prin-
cipally. Quite free deliveries made in
loom 'Miaow sad buyers sees active
througbost the district and seisserad












✓eeelpss ter eset mem* .
immies•bar Tsar  
55. 5. pea
Sales ear Tsar 











   also s
S. D. BOALMIL Broker.
FROM DAY TO DAV.
• MAN WLT into a store and ask-
ed the pirepeleter if be °mkt nes foe a
taw Mars. The 102011104160r• who bad
Jose remered a nest of new born mist
hem e trim grinder, told his he could
sad then inked him why he didn't go
to the hotel. The man replied: is
suffering from nervous prostration and
the Minor said M got a quiet place le
rest, sad as I see WM you do not adver-
t*, I kamt that I amid ace Ind a gui-
der pleas." And with that he Denied
bash fa his their sad watched the wal-
lows build their nese is the sham ease.
t t t
IF • BILL new before the legisla-
ture b000mes a law, the women of New
Jersey mass take she birds from Metz
bats or suffer a tens Si imerlootuness
es a Ins of is for each bird worn and
for NMI days' posission of she bird.
flesthes Orom, the satbor Mae bill is
as of the most influential law maker,
of she ifeib legislature, sod barn Lam-
dead and le pressing the bill as shire
quest of Mae Iindlobse society.
Of the 500,000, married sad marrima
able vases In New Jamey is a Wilma
sed that fully IOU*/ like the wild biro
plumage as a pars Si then hesdasar.
f f
TUB FOLLOW LNG ARTIOLBS are
nasatillable, vie: Poisons, Is flammable
and explosive articles, rally sebemeties.
easily liquefiable ostesanoss, used. (Ai -
Dept queen bee.). lire or mad animals
nos staffed, reptile..00asniinliorY•Pneit,
or mahatmas, fruits or veirtsable Inas
Set, end sabesaams ensiling a bed
odor, and every postal card epos which,
or lodsr upon the envelope of which ob-
scene. lowd. Oedemas or Ueda
loss drawings, seam, epithets Of leo-
guage may be written or printed, and
all matter motions, lotteries, to called
gift ooceros, or ether Owlet enter-
prism offer's, prime, or oonoerning
schemes devised Sr isistioded to defraud
the public. or for the purpose of obtain
lug money or 'sods under false pr.-
tenses.
Par Me weak:awe mid prostration foN
*wow arlaps lbw. I. nothing so eff'oeI
ire as Om Mints Mesh Ogre Tat
prepared°s is highly endorsed as aol
anfaigiof Peseedy for all throat and
law ambles and tsa early use prevent'
cossesigeles. It was made 10 aim
P. p.yezdwisk•
SMUT AT BY PlItEBUOS,
Trigg County Parser Leers House &Ed
Mont Loses Hi Ilk.
Mr. Linn LaW1111100, a farmer beteg
in north Trigg cenustr, led Ms dwelling
those by Si.. The Oadis Hellend We •
'TM,. Lawroom was awakened neat
Ws o'olook at night by the roar Si Ire
mid rushing out found a lot of lop
OM against his kitchen and they had
been wi on Ore. When he attempt-
ed to exthiguith the domes he was she*
M several times from ambush by us.
know. pasties and driven away and
was oompelled to witness the donne-
d= or his home without being able so
raim bis band in self rioter% ion. No
oases has bees sethwied fee We deed
sad no enema have been math.
CALL and see samples of our made




On I. C. Railroad in This
County.
County Clerk Prows* has received
from Auditor Cloult-r a statement oi
the assessment for taxation on the li-
lies:de Central railroad in Christian




10.87 miles as $8,000 per mile.$85 840.00
Other property 2 500 00
Total   888,440.00
INOTILISSV1LUI
.89 miles at 88 000 per mile  SLIM 00
Other proyeny DOOM
a
Total   $ 7,710.00
SCHOOL DISTRICTS 
No IS, LW miles at $8,000 mile.. .M.000
Other property 100
Total  $18,100
No 1111,1 W miles.$11,000 per anUe $15,91i0
No. 87, 00 " " 4.800
No 64 8.01 "
No. 74.1 48 " " .. 11,840
The L & N. statement contained a
supposed error of about $10,000 and it
was returned to the auditor for ocrreo
lion.
FIRST OF JULY
Free Mall Delivery Will Be
Established Here.
A Washington, D. 0, dispatch states
tbai on the recommendation of Hon.
Henry D. Allen, representative in Con-
gress from the Second Kentucky Ma-
lice, free mall delivery will be Mob-
Salted in the oily of Hopkinesille.
The ferries will be began on July 1.
Three oarriers will be appointed.
Hopkineville has for $ number of
years been entitled to free delivery, but
effort Ors swum it was delayed.
FUNERAL FRIDAY.
The funeral of Kr. Albert Will., who
died Thursday morning at his home
near Church Hill after a lingering Ill-
ness of consumption, was held Friday
at the avoidance, conducted by Rey. W.
IL Peyton. of she Baptist church, of
which Mr Wills was a utembes. The
intanneni took place at ten o'olock at
Hopewell mastery. Mr. Wills was
thirty-nine years of age and leaves a
Endow. He was a good oitis-n and
will be much m seed in the ueighbor-
Mod where he bad many devoted
friends
"When a child I burned my foot
frightfully," writes W. H B.4., of
Jonesville. Vas., "which caused rrible
leg sores for 10 years, but Bucklen's Ar-
otos S•ive wbolly cased me after every
thing else bad failed." Infallible for
Gurus, Scalds, Cuts, Bruises and Piles.
A NEW DISEASE.
Pink-eye is a new disesse in Kentucky.
sea Wally among school children Is
appears to be an inflammation, causing
a sticky discharge. The ball becomes
pink but there is no loss of sieht, Hive •
dimsees tusporartly The eyes peem to
dread light es-es...Seely, sod the petient
must be kept in a derk room. To cure.
bathe in astrineent applioations and we
dark triwses The disease hs• caused
considerable concern in soup- counties









R. H. telly, en
sheer, has lied sail
Lands & All
.ourt to wind up Me
messed
TIE
The following beteeSgese made de-
sedum Bob.rIllEaSiy, Ones
*ally, Albert Kenya* J. lisiapses
Cslly, Mrs. Annie Glad ber heebeee.
loan A. Gana. Mre. alguatle Ile0er-
rep, forissay Kellre a, Maths Mo-
pes, bar hosband, ssi„skar, s  and
Mite Pepsis Kelly- W. 7. Bradebew
Ildward R. Braddisw, BeaMI• Bran-
thaw, ool, MM. Otintline Wiafree and
W. P. Winfres, her husband.
The petition is *why and it sees
forth the provbrtoos of the will sad
codicils made by Kr. Bradshaw. It
gives in detail the amounts is which
the heirs are indebted to the setaee and
which, by the provisions of the will,are







The aggregate Ladd:admen of each
legions as given in the petition follows:
R. H Kelly, the plaintiff, {I351 76;
Mrs. MoCarroU. $788; Albert Kelly,
86145,05: Olson K Kelly, 83,509.77;
Robert Kelly, 84,118.19; John A. Guns;
83,415 00.
The petition says this for many years
prior to Yr. Bredebew's dead; Dr.
Gunn was his agent and had esolosive
control of all his property and business
of every kind and WM during this pe-
nal be bad reechoed, from all soaroes,
538,496.54.
PRAYS SETTLEMENT.
Tbe plaintiff prays she court to de-
termine the amounts owed to estate by
the legatees, and asks for a judgmeet
directing the division of the Male in
acoordanos with the provisions of the
will.
SCHOLARSHIP FOR SALE.
Scholarship in &Tad & Stsstlion




Lady Married Si Ihterrille.
The Knoxville. re.., Journal-Tri-
bune owe: f C
W. T. H. Davis, better haws to his
many friesule as Tom Leda, a well
known and popular young bodiless
man, and Alias Sadys L. Gorman. a
beautiful and adracitive young lady, of
Ky , was golds saarried at
the home of the groom's parsed. 961
Grata avenue, yesterday afternoon se 4
p. m , Rev. J. 5. Melon °Molding.
The above anooancement will be In
Ike nature of a complete surprise to the
young people's friends.
The bride left the home of her sister,
Mrs. Wallace Smith, 114 B. Oburok
street, whom she haa been ileitis* for
sevestal months, telling her relatives
that the was going to dine at the home
of A friend.
The license had been secured Satur-
day and was la the bands of She anted-
ter, who performed the ceremony. Only
the members of the groom's family and
an intimate friend of the bride were
present when the marriage rites were
solemnised
The bride is a daughter of F. 0 Got
man, a prominent merchant tailor of
Louisville, Ky., and is woompliabed
and highly educated.
The groom for wven years has held.
responsible position in She store of Lie-
ber Brothers.
For the presenc Kr. and Km. Devi.
will reside with the groom's parents,
951 Grate avenue. Visit many friends
wish them unbounded success
WINTER SHOES- Worm and com-
fortable fee. We make 'ein to fit an





How to Preserve, Purify and Beautify
the Skin and Complexion.
To preserve, purify and beautify the skin, and prevent pimples, blotches.
blackheads. redness. roughness, yellow, oily, mothy skin, chapping, and
many other forms of skin blemishes, no other skin or complexion soap Is
for a moment to be compared with CUTICURA SOAP. because no other soap
reaches the cause, TM, the clogged, irritated or 'Owned condition of the PORES
SAVE YOUR HAI
flow to Prevent Falling Hair Scalp
Humors and Dandruff.
Cleanse the scalp and hair thoroughly with a warm shampoo of elm-
CURA SOAP, rinse with warm water, dry carefully, and apply a light dreaming
of CUTICURA. purest of emollients, gently rubbed into the scalp. This
simple, refreshing and inexpensive treatment will clear the scalp and hair
of crusts, scales and dandruff.thstreotrheootalrriwtitahreden. energy
yltchlanngd nosuurfrwacesimen, stimanui
wholesome and healthy scalp.make 
eththeehhaatrir fgoriuliwcie:.posnupaplayweet.
YE YOUR HANDS
How to Make the Hands Soft sold
White in a Single Night.
Bathe and soak the hands on retiring In a strong, hot lather of CIPPICI7RA
SOAP.'Dry thoroughly and anoint freely with CUTICURA Ointment. the
great skin Cillvt and purest of emollients. Wear during the night old. loose
Add gloves with the finger ends. cut off. For red, rough, chapped hands.
dry. fissured, Itching, feverish palms. alispeleat nails. with painful finger
ends. this one night treatment is simply wollartui and a blessing to all
&filleted With sore, chapped, rough, or teadar hands.
CESPLETE EXTERIK INTERNAL TIENIMET FOR mil, MOM $1.3
ceastaine of CUTICURA SOAP Mk. is of crusts and scales sad(SOC.), to instantly allay Ren-
aud heal. and 
CUTICURA RE•01.-
darl•OLII MY Is 
often suMcient to care
155 tall& /GM 
tareephasit tem wend.
soften the thickened cuticle,
in intlamrsetton and Irritation,
NT Me.), to cool and cleanse ths
the severest humor, with loss at lete.
KENTUCKY COAL OUTPUT,
iallibN Rpm. er Tbns Coquilles la
%saws Pled.
• .0.••••
Following US "-soOloial figures on
the output dud is three prinotpia
counties Si the Western b*.vuok, coo




















SATZ TOUR BOLES by having them
repaired at mot Our work is fins class
la every reaped. Give us a trial.
MP MORRIS.
Weas,w tf Over (Mark's.
LAID TO REST.
Remains of Queen Victo-
ria Interred.
(Cablegram.)
Windsor, Feb. 4 -The dual rites over
over the dead Quoit were concluded
this afternoon sod, in the presence of
immense oroods, the body us. laid to
reel at Frog:sore at 8 o'clock
GUARD OF N00011.
The coffin was conveyed on a gan
carriage drawn by artillery berms
Tin guard of home was the
late Queen's oomnany of the Grenadier
Guards, the regimental band s000m-
partying the escort to the mausoleum.
The ceremony there by the King's
medal oommand were public. The
A.rohbishop of York, the Bishop of
Winchester and the Dean o: Windtor
officiated.
The choir of St George's chapel royal,
dir Waiter Parrett airecoug, rendered
She music.
IN *WEB.
The choir in artier met the procession
at the steps at the thaw.' and "nib the
elegy proord-d the Deign, the toys
personages, with the servants and th
lam Queen's pipers, following ,
CAPT. THOMAS
o. D Selects Dr. Tandy'
Successor.
Prom Friday's 4841
00mpa.., II. • h rd liE.niacky 55.
laird, held as *tuition as the armor
am 'nett in All the valency tamed b
he resignation of Dept 0. H. Tandy
.ed any other vacancies that ghoul.
4 TV.
Owing to the absenoe of Lieut. Col,
-teary who wee out of town on bosineo.
he decide° woof:vadat:4*cl Major B. B.
Based.
Kr. Hiram Thomas, First Lieutenant.
and Kr Wargo W Phelps, Second
Lumens:1k were belioted for Cap
Lain. Kr. Thomas as- elected.
Kr. Phelps was sleeted First Westin
ant with no oppositinn.
Millions of pe ids ire familiar with
DeW Ill's Lift Flo R nd !boo
who toe them end them to be lemon-
Sole liver pills. Never gripe. R. U
Hardwick,
WHAT MASU WANT3.
• Coarier-Journal dispatch from
Bowling Green says:
"Kr. George R. Mayo, chairman of
the Republicsn Cow. ty I too • r, has
made application to be appointed Con-
sul as Bristol, gog'aid. The jas
pays 811,500. Mr. Mayo formerly re
sided at Bristol He came to America
about fifteen iear. ago $4e. be tat gbt she
art of farming. tie leered enough in
• few days to know be did not enjoy
smutty life and has since b en a resil-
ient of this city Be has a chermitor
family, stands tigh socially and is one
of the b. st known vocalist. in the State.
TURNED HIM LOOSE,
P
Jake Caldwell, the colored shoema-
ker, formerly of this city, who was
• d with desertiog his three chil-
dren iu Paducah, was liberated by Jade
bander, Friday morning in the pent*
a, art, be doming the allegation not
SO hold the man
L I N BOOMS.
L. & N eer,Iliors for December rho.
• total of $3 8 4,544 taro 5, an wore.**
-f $114 645; a tieereae* in *knew*, et
die thia •01.1 SU loft a e in tot ti.reiloge




rbe report pub 14bed in several pa.
p-r1 IC the ff -ot that UonritiOtor Otlito*-
✓nil, of the I lionto Oet•trilii railroad, la
eft• I. unt,ue. (Jspt.
•••ii was bite Canna, awi iii eg
maids. He I. very ',polar and OD. of
55 oldest emioncioril in poi, I uf Iller•We










FRANKFORT. is. 4 -The ar-
rose of Owned D. It near Ned
Camle, datarday sight upok beaa ah
warrest issued upon as indiotra.,*
turned by the grand jury jam adjona,sd
hem will be followed by other wreak \
of possum spied whom indielisests,
tharging camplksily in the Goebel 'Rie-
der, wen returned, bet cot made pub-
lic Mosses the parties were not in mac
sody.
IMPORTANT ARREST.
Is Is claimed here that the Ripley ar-
rest is the most Important yet made
He Is a distant relative of the Breckin.
ridges.
He was removed to Frankfort to-
day.
Bail is unlikely in view of the offense,
as the lodgement alleges that be Oen-
Gored with W. S. Tay/or and others so
procure Goebel's death, and that he and
Taylor 'counseled and procured"
Youtsey and other, to do the work.
The ease of Henry B. Youtsey, who
was given • life sentence by a flood
county grand jury last Caliber, will be
called at Georgetown Tuesday.
INSANITY PLEA.
The motion to try him as So his sanity
was distriwied today, and unless new
steps are taken be will be senttheed so.-
narrow. The cases of Capt. John Da-
vis, Harland Whittaker and "Tallo.
Oick" Combo. allegei 'meson's to th.
ourder, will be continued until tb.
tpril term.
DO YOU GET UP
WITH A LAME BACK?
Eldery 'freebie Makes Ten liserahle.
Almost everybody reads the news*
papers is sure to of the wonderful
cures made by Dr.
Swarnp-Root,
the treat kidney, Neer
and bladder remedy.
It is the great medi-
cal triumph of the rano
teenth century; dis-
covered after years of
scientific research by
Dr. Kilmer, the end-
- neat kidney and blad-
der specialist, and Is
wonderfully successful Iii promptly curing
lam back, kidney. bladder, uric acid wee.
Wm sad Bright's Disease, which is the wand
form Si kidney trouble.
Or. Kilmer's Swamp-Root is not rep.
41Mialea4odfor everything but if you have kid-
way. liver or bladder trouble it will be found
post the remedy you need, It has been used
to se =anyway; in hospital work, in private
punka, among the helpless too poor lo per.
ewe relief and has proved.. sooceadul In
4.ery case that a special arrangement hes
been made by which all nears of this paper
who have not already tried it, may have a
sample bottle sent free by mall, also a book
telling more about Swamp-Root and how to
find out if you have kidney or bladder trouble.
When writing mention reading this geaerous
offer in this paper and
send your address to
Dr. Kilmer • Go..Bing-
Wanton, N. Y. The




See our bills now being
distributed or call at store
and get one. You will also
find prices that knock the







Mr. R. P Crowe, who abandoned the
ministry s bile pastor of the Methodist
..huroh in 0 wen-boro, if ter being chant-
ed with driinkennees, h*s neolded So 64, Don't you want to'owe a temperance lecturer and bas
pared a lecture eii,ltled the Pil- 
1' 




he has reformed for good.
There is always danger in uningooen• The South Kentucky Building
tortoise of Datit itt's V. Itch Bezel Haltre. kinsrille, Ky., will build you s
The original is a safe and certain care house on easy monthly pip
for piles It is a soothing and healing meats For particulars apply so
salve for sores and all skip disowns. R. Henry C. Cant, - Pres
0, usraiwtoS J cF herscn, Sec ILTrea
pit to Perdition," which he wi'l dentist






XL Al) MS. KUM OP
Mrs. Margaret Xintay, ilk. Genneete seseasr, 5is., wined id TOIL 111111.11
'a follows
"%am well and Shin I win seed so more meibeise. I (belie
a...21 1MS* are gay whisk were many. I cites dM sot Imewrireal*M111111111111
old
me knew wbst I saffered. For lortreine pose I sellerall IsImegrIlL
•111,__"`""•,,____*61 whichI Meek Dr. Madam for his advise sad geed 51.
the bows &Sibs Yoe sad shall never he wit5.16.
walW alalgeaft bat a comek4kr atm raw& He look Pentivernia
Imam/ /OM al hooks orbs yew& Ile works hard tworydwige- *
arreaslist M tows Perms Om OMR•iirt IreedlieWlsor--
bow thankful 1 SW *sward you rif new obis* el yea die OWN.
roe and will de sill cas pos.” •
Congressman J. H. Bsakasakse albi Thom Is bal a Ampsbarns, one of the most ingatektial memo% rigbeig aipedge go= 18116
Formes, which has asa skit
*ma. it his eared immultila
entlink. Meaty Mend II
Sew vim lime bees sewed elf
Pestma litaked ow mg
dietiese.*
tie remelly N ere
this to meth lb•
amd ide ezaetty what
Pamir ermetee ea lie
Penns yeeenella
ovaaormovoaosootiarja
not roasts la Igo
seed wessMag aftwassui
Mame The IMAM











is in the felkswItig
w•rdet "Taw
Perms is as if
t e best meek
eines I ever fried,
and no fthilky
should be withothyoussoraezkabloreos-
ady. As a genie and mad* as I







We are Offering to close several limn
at exactly
ONE HALF Mat
Here are Some of Than.
Ladies Ready-tolear Oats!
Ladies and Misses Cloaks!




Still continues. We can save you 60e to UM






Stoves, Tinware, Cistern Fillnine"
Cornice, Roofing and Guttering.
Galvanized Tanks, Troughs, Filters, etc. Aft
work promptly and well done and guaranteed'
Call and see me or Telephone 102-3.
Virginia St., Op. Hotel Latham.
MORPIIM.1.. Is 15diocese owed ow owsdet,ifilea" ourwl by TACL'A"POU"SHA tnirio ginev
sesoem oases In 17 years spressasiosseaws
One Lost Day
is not much out of a lifethlan, bit to
a business man it may mean the low
of a valuable opportunity. When
temporarily crippled with any pain
or weakness, for which an active and
edeetkre asteroid remedy is needed,
seeing is so trustworthy as Johnson's
Belladcous Plester. It touches the
spot and gives tits welcome relief. It
Is made to messed-not merely to
Dell. Look for the Bed Crow as all
the genuine.'
Jon,(mow a JoirintOW.









lion. Heals and pro-
tects the Membram
Restores it., Senses of Taste and
mercury, No I nit] rious drugs. Rater
prim Sac; Family Aim ILO° at druggists or
by mall.





Kantor Wood Lamar we* Os
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is modem ildiamihe bet Innen-
1.1100.1.11.9.1119111Wn &Mb.
111NOMMIP M1M' Mil the spok
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atellne MYR sash wiedideas Meet be
suIPUninimorardisiris
smimem-his peefeedend sod penis&
UMW Wan ht thole -1119
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inite1011116 far entitled






in spate and In
Inisit. peimdes one gives was a
galtelides
'Missed In WX111 Anne
of kis
dew thee seep, • Led edified 1st-
de sodd 4466 everted hal be bat
Nib* treseed Ids wort His wed was





Nadi 1111 hie disessior Sham comPled
llbalaliisame im Ide hinds his ambi-
Oa eqoaiwaten beton law sad h 
impielne.
is
dodge to waits is Lie
gimped si• men above-, a
glare: sad a pelgiot."
larldring ISIVOLINEMT arenas.
Eogo-lis leiveverismat. Oelnesdese
e talon se de men
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9-91.01 so poliesils by
41214“14a rPE;AMM OA V-
II* to Wed Feta&
Q.4,. whop'', appdad mak',
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orge.bmbreepe, doslink bag-
de dines. not capital, pea-
lobs&
•-ay Madded Nooses end parka
lord la Loglier ones jill and a trip
pallISIIIiimik
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the two, the crop
ones about one-sixth
medal be
aseeettan s per cent, if people
IhRidtahe fair care and Scott's







Mies regimen; of eaval
ry.... 11.1116
Twelve ...g 01 ardikey 
13.311
Thirty ?nipple Si 
Wesley_. 
114.4110









and enlisted strespit .
 IMMO
Tbeneitasum ealided sissIegied P
O
army wills: t
Blinn regimens el cavalry 
 18,3$11
twelve regilleeldeSi artillery 
 103.3
USW mailleents of tahi
stry  %PO
Three bellaillisof agiasese 
mid 9
band rano.*  
LOP
EIMM0111101011Orgallisatelles  8.918
To , assilesest waisted
esenalli -Ad
Teal melded esandelosied
sod sanded deased  10,10
The DessIded sollmmendIn mho
a51 eareellas 111.011 mem el tbe Ft&
falsities teit aerobes in Meads The
load sdlold saws* et sh
e dm, In-
shag isse 1. 3.1 to maid M-
oo. III is ales given mdbailly to
waddle a previsional reglad* et in-
fantry In Forte Wok so dna the Nazi-
tarn WSW stemiglit that egad be
issintained 'soder this ME, inoluding
native wastaisedeste is 401,886
Under the peasant law the permaassie







Tea teglients Si cavalry 
Swat regiment@ at  
Tweaty.tve mimeses Si infan-
try --
One bandies Of eminent 
isoellaneous orpsenatiseic
Toni entailed














We offer Ose Handeld Dames Re-
ward for soy ease of Openh that can
not be sand by Hers (WI Oure.
P. J. OWIT 00.„ Weft. 0.
We, the uationignod, hove imam
J. Oheiqpy for the Yet 18 yews. end I
s
Neve Ida perhstbr Immovable in all
Madness tnasselisas and Inanoisilly
able so carry on any obligeMose wade
tbetr Arm.





MU% Qom Oar. Is taken laser-
natty, ite newly epos um blood
sod IMMO earielle of the MOM
TolinonalaissoNYen Pd.. TIM p
er
MOM OM bed.
Tbe MOW Mad of tax In-
- wO ameglelo Ihdr Wiese 
sad
adjoin% this attenuant Rases this
year were mallet than Ind, seen
ealy as much as PO, bat were very
mai Nebo genoraL There was no
diadinatkinin the number of ciomplaints.
and the assamor's office, when the sit-
tings were bold, has been arowded dur-
ing the Is. five days •
A obildless boos ia a obeasises home.
The infernal finance scale in every
woman, and when it a ungratified 'be
is deprived of math of the happiness of
life. Is One happen that Windless-
ness a des to soon man wide* ess be
removed, sad often in ressond by tie
use el Dr. Pleroe's AMMO Presseation
The vigor and vitality width this nine-
dy impute to the delicate womealy or.
gabs puts diem in a matlitkia Si nor-
mal Leith, the bask of which is often
the ids obelensaosi In niMersay. Ev-
ery woman timid reed Dr. Piens'.
OSUMI= SOON Maliad Advisor, a book
ameleinieg 1058 pugs§ and 730 Master
Sic... le is sea mainly free on venire
of tamp In pay GOMM 01adiling
only. Seed 11 oamosall sainap dot the
pope bond mohimei or 31 Amp fie
oldli enured. Address Dr. IL -V.
Pile" IN Main deed. Beide. N. V.
0111110 herring rspain1ed she aped&
debt beweed be tends In we in ese-
gaud, her, the baby a Now amalgam
Omegas to adopt souse eessiedee white
will penult Olds's hedge essepilea-
tied so be settled in de Untied leads
It this god through, the debt holders
Mak they will gel their mosey.
The Depsene Oda de deeded shut
is hes jaraddliss ot the MOD sill
fads wind lb. Illdosso biddy, de-
nal. Now it Rees be peeved dud the
wow is aolually contessinaled and this
will be pent, hard if am/ ed the Judi-
ow holed St. Loses water before Ilse ea-
sel was opened.
When the notwence report on Ides
army bill woo pnessied Iota. iness its
adoglien was Coned wielded glass any
was &saw to sse witall bad been
agreed M. The seas* however refund
So eel =MI IS knew sad Me resall was
Oho dinovery of Oilman ailassabis
and intsodsolion In which bath Meese
we bandy epposol. This is Reyabb-
ass way, bowever.
We *Laid like to inquire whether
Eisperce William's appointment as field
marshel in the British army devolves
ban team any liability In est& De Wet.
les'e it 'Iowan to leave your basi-
ns. or faded year salary Se iota. ju-
ryman sad then have the judge reed
you a leases benne year idea el the
feels doesn't agree with bis!
There is little doubt that there will be
• Este in the net Seism So excl
ude
Samar, from northern Metes wher
e 'm-
ainland sad iguana' fortissimo 
are
not allowed to vote.
Most of our soldiers We est et the
cotentry but we hove ism. WI M pa
down the Indian uprising if some e
a*
will be kind etiough So lee as 
know
where it is.
Tin plot to degrade Gen. Wiese 
from
the command of the snarfailed
 day*
because its sedan dad a51 keep th
eir
aseellie ant emu it was ala late 
for
edged. In shag then. Bose people
never Isom wafting.
CASTOR IA
ler !abate aid =drew




Dr. T. b. Dues, 3.0. QuiA sod Z.
L. Psolks hove best appilded asorsis
•
ars snossiossest kato J. I. Asp-
YOUNG MEN
Will fleet in Louisville
This flonth.
Elaborate Preparations
Being Made For Their
Entertainment.
:The New 111A has received program of
tbe forthcoming state °owned= of the
?nag Yea's Ohrietian A11110CietiOna of
Iimilaithy, as Lewisville, Feb. 11. 91, Mk
gad 14, wallah is being looked forward
In With great liana byres., ass mad
brogans men from all +name st the
PROM NINE.
Beside. lane delegaMess from the 
or-
poised contain of the wain is 
is es--
peeled that there will be presen
t si the
convention a samba of young 
men and
panne from °Marches in 
towns and
cannery places where there
 are no moo
otheisne. Young men 
from Hopkins-
Wile and Christian 
000nty desiring M
amend the convention shoul
d web* at
once to the state secretary, Mr.
 Hoary
Z. Rosevear, Fourth and Broadwa
y,
Louisville, for donned program sad one
deaths* eatilliag the holder to sedated
ralhead rates and entrainment in Lou-
isville during the coeveation.
Elaborate preparadons an being made
by the Louisville sasoaladon for the ea-
terildamest of delegaSes, and a burp
atheidasoe is impeded. °Deaf the too $
interesting bajada to be discussed as th
oonnatioa will be the county work for
the $60,000 young wants Kentucky who
live in the smaller towns and on farms
While this work has been accompliebed
stioossefelly hen end there in different
dam Lila, sever before been taken up
as a stale movement. Sine Konseity
has doss so, Illinois. Minanota. asid
New York have followed.
IN SACS COUNTY.
Tke county work mesas that in nth
county, after a ossventiou of its young
men.as executive commie!e is elected
width raises the necessary means wish-
Intl. county, and keeps In the field a
county seormary who gives his entire
lime M Young Moo's °Latin Allai0Oia-
ties work.
Daring the last eighteen mouths, such
a work has been inaugurated in Hop-
kins, Mahlenbeig, and Shelby counties,
and the week will be vigorously pushed
until each one of Use 119 counties of
Isatsoky is organised. Expanse. has
dhows that in any ordinary °wad
y,
with the form of onsinisation, it is ero-
sible es keep in evident:Ps from ten to
twenty assodadom et association points
each doing all or some of the following
kindest vrerk :
OOP MOIL
Bible training °lasses, gospel meetings
for young was, prayer meetings, p
ee-
anal week, violation of dok young
men, writing letters of introduction f
or
those leaving for city or college life, s
o-
cial enmetainments, literary societies,
evening classes, and in some placer,
realing room. and libraries.
VALUABLE AUAANAC FREE.
We have received a copy of the new
almanac) for 1901 publ shed by the Roy-
al Baking Powder 0o. Is is an artistic
and moral book and will be of interest
So housekeepers A noteworthy fenny.
.1 51. &Lana° is the prediction of the
weedier for every day of the year by
Prof. DeVoe, who correctly prophesied
She greet Galveston cyclone and other
important mstemolosioal events We
ere anthorized to 'say that any woman
wader of this paper can mere a copy
without mat by sending a ragmen Is the
tompany, at 100 WilliamSt., Mier
York.
GEN.
Nominated by President to
Be Lieut-Oeneral.
(Special lo **New ERA.)
WASHINGTON, D. C., Feb 6.-Mai
Geo. Nelson A. Miles was yesterday
neliniaMad by in President So be Lieu-




non of Makin the nominatioa wed
sabmiteed to the Oabinet and a bal
let




is very much like the blossom-
ing of a lower. Its beauty and
perfection depends entirely
upon the care bestowed upon
Its parent. Expectant mothers
Would have the tenderest case.
Tbey should be spared all worry
and anxiety. They should eat
panty of good nourishing food
sad take poise:erases. Thi
s
Will go a bees way toward preserv-
ing thar health and their 
beauty
as well as that of tbe Utile on to
coma. But to be absolutely ser
e





esuralaM daring the mouths of 
geet.e.
ilea. This is • simple balsam, which
Is te be applied esteraally. It give
*
streastit end vigor to the IMAM lee sad
retreats and the dleoesaferm of Frog-
saary.swidth women amid to hiswere 
Mother. Fritsti•T is 
 as 
ogee rtf.... T. seso
deafer whatever
Got Illether's Friend at the drug
Store, SI ear bonito.
TIM 45FlflP NEGULATOS CO.
ATLANTA. OA.




(894101111 to New Era.
GEORGETOWN, Ky., Feb. 0-Hen-
ry B. Youtsey was yesterday sentenced
So life imprisonment as an accessory to
the murder of William Goebel. Be
will at once begtn his sentences, having
abandoned all efforts for • new trial, In
a stseesseat Sled is eourt his counsel'
claimed he had not been gives Justin,
but expressed abellef that be would fare
no better upon a second trial, alleging
prejudice wade their client. As see
tenon wee passed Penny poeseled his
protested his isueesses.
He was Man Ati awning ee the
penitentiary id Frankfort
HEAD CRUSHED HOME.STRETCH
By a Heavy Limb Falling
On lt.
Expired While ti. Was
Being Taken to
a Doctor.
Abner Anderson, who lived in the vi-
cinity of Pembroke, was yesterday the
victim of a fatal accident.
STRUCK ON MEAD.
He was as week felling a tree when a
limb fell striking him on the head with
great force.
His skull was fractured and he was
rendered snoonscdocis from the blow.
The men who were working with him
went to his assistance and the 'inform
nate youth was placed in a vehicle to be
taken to the nearest dock )r for bode-
ment.
En route be died.
FINE YOUNG MAN.
Young Anderson was ,only eighteen
years oki, an industrious and intelli-
gent young man who had a great many
friends, and his death muses general
sorrow. He was a device of William'
Wolfe, a well-known farmer.
SMALLPDX IN CLARKSVILLE.
Celle Didevend And Relieved to Pe
st
lease.
• Olarksville dispatch says : Yester-
day a mild one of smallpox was disco
v-
ered in the oily and was promptly re-
moved to the pest house, and all posit
ble precautions taken to prevent the
nand of the disease. It was in the
person of Edgar Barris, son of Oarney
Harris, of the south side. Mr. Harris,
who is about $6 years of age, had just
returned from Ennis, Tex., where he
went about a snoeth ago. Hie early re-
turn was caused by his getting sick,
though he ked no idea of the nature of
the illness anal informed by the attend-
ing physic:Asa yesterday. The dandle a
of a very mild type, and no spread I.
anticipated.
DRUNKEN MAN itAN AMUCK.




B. A. Bash, a countryman, ran amuck
yenerday afternoon on Wed Seventh
ulna. He was crazy drank aud, bran
d-
ishing a large pocket knife, he staggered
down the street trying to stab ever
y-
body be met He slightly out two u
s.-
gross before be was taken in charge by
policemen. He was fined PO and cost.
for disorderly endow and $6 for being
drank.
Kid Hopkins, a half-breel Indian
who has been in town about two weeks
telling fortunes, was arrested yesterday
charged with grand larceny. The police
found a dagger and a razor on his per-
son and today be was fined $35 in the
oily court for carrying concealed deadly
weapons. The grand larceny onto
will Is triad Feb. 8.
Lee rerrill was fined $8 for disorcier'y
oonduot, Joe Edwards for drunke
n-
WM and (hover Reeding $10 for un
law-
fully riding on a train.
Mr. James W. Crow, a well 
known
young Sinking Fork farmer, and 
Miss
Untie Crow, an attractive young 
lady
of the gni seighborhood, were 
netted in
naaerhip Wednesday afternoon 
at 3
o'olook.
The aeration? took place at the bass
of the bride's father, Mr. John Oro
w,
and Rev. J. U. Spatial ollicesSed. 
Miss
Ellen Hill and Mr. John Murphy, 
Miss
Emma Wade and Mr. Eddie Hill were
the ettsudants.
That night a reception was given at
the home of the btide.
CADET APPOINTED.
On the reoommendation of Repreeen-
Sive Charles K. Wheeler, Dabney C
ren-
shaw, of Oadis, has been appointed a
said at She United States Milit
ary
Lemma at wail Alba
uSED TO
Her Kentucky uncle I. authority for
the statement this the present 
Mrs.
Natio. wee beautiful girl. "Tro
ja
fait Troja ass ast."-Lositiville Times.
APPOINTED ADMINISTRATOR.
Mrs. M. A. Wills has been appoint
ed
adatinistratrix of the edam of her 
de.
awed husband, A. L. Wills. She co
ne
Ned wilt II. I. yie es Owe.,
Reached On Race for Re-
publican Nominations.
Political News and Notes
Of Considerable Lo-
cal Interest.
The candidates for the Republican
nominations for county Wilms are
hustling hard this week. The primary
Weenie& will be held Bed Saturday.
The ran is the most interesting en in
rears, and for several of the atms is
Is difiloalt to pick the nominee.
The Republican committee of Todd
manly, met Saturday et Elkton sad
(lulled a mangy precinct convention to
be held Aug. IT to nominate candidate.
for county Wins.
Perhaps the most novel polistoal race
on record is being run in °indwell
county. R. F. Searberry, the peewit
jailer, is i candidate for the nomination
on the Democratic ticket. Two of hie
firs cousin.. J. L. and Calvin Beokner.
and two of hinwife's brothers. Jos. a.
and Jed A. &Wood, an opposing him.
and another knit:Ilan. J. L. Pony, is
apt so be his opponent on the RepabLe
min DAM.
The Waal olden electioa U Adairville
Monday passed off quietly. • good vote
was paled. War saloons and 68 against
thaw.
Mod Ayin,_110Ine of the Faller
Leader, has been nominsied for Repro
sentative from Hickman and Palen
counties by Le Demean*, defeating
Lee Nybert and Robert Plait.
-
It is not a certainty that Fienew De-
boe will indorse former Governor Brad-
ley fort:limas Judge. A friend of the
Senna, says he would not be surprised
should he recommend the appointment
of Judge A. M. J, Cochran, of Mays-
ville.
The Evansville Courier aye thaeJ. B
Lott, colored, of Indianapolis, who as-
pires to the position of recorder of deeds
for the district of Columbia, hes& sting
opponent in J. W. Smith, col., of Hop-
kisenille. It is learned from the Courier
that Smith has the endorsement of the
two United States senators from Ken-
tucky, Er GOV. Bradley, 110111511.111 Rave
nue Clollsosor Sapp, of Louisville, and
all the Repabliosn members of the Ken-
tucky delegation in congress. The fight
will be to a finish, as Lots claims to
have the endorsement of Seesaw Fehr-
banks and Beveridge and that of the
late ex-Gov. Hovey, Gov. Durbin, all
the Republican members of the present
Indiana legis'ature and the nein Indi-
ana delegation in the popular branch of
congress. It may be that the questiok
will be settled by the retention of the
Incumbent by the president.
MA YES. WELLS.
From Wednerday's daily.
Mr.'IL B. Mayes and Miss Benny
Wells, a popular Haley's Mill couple,




uonseable W. F. Aral's, of Predotila.
arrested Leonard Cleveland, colored,
yesterday, on a charge of breaking Wee
and robbing the postesiosin Odder, in
Oaldwell county. The negro was awn-
ed over to Deputy U. S. Masi&N.
W Leen who brought him yealerday
afternoon to this oily. Oopeheed's n-
mining Kiel was held before Omani*
stoner Harry Fergana indite was Mid
In $500 bail to the United Stake cold
at Padnah, where he was taken lad
night.
DINING CARS.
Cate dining cars we pew being ope-
rand on the Illinois Central railroad,
on trains Nos 101 and 1111, between
Control Oily and Memphis.
No. 834. the train which leaves hare




The most anserable beings In 
inn
world are those suffering from DYIP9P-
Ate end Liver 001091111104 Mon Wan
minty-Ave per tont. of the 
people is
the United Sneed Illw glikaad with these
two diseases and their offecIla such as
Sour Stomach, Sick Head
ache, Habitual




burning Pains at the Pit at d 
Stomach,
Yellow Ikin. Coated Tags'
 and Du.
agreeable Toole tu the Mou
th, Cunning
op of Food after Eating
, JAW Spirits,
etc. Go to your draftees red dos a bot-
tle of Annie Flowers for Ti
e. Two
dons will relieve you.
 Try it,  GM
Ore's" lads. Anemia° Pus taro by
otegaiwe ut all civtIlJld 
amines
OR THE ARMY EXPECT BOOM
Recruits From Hopkin5. Tobacco
 RL biers Look For
ville Are Wanted. Fancy Flgurts.




Any able-bodied young mali In tido
oosamanity who are tinkering to shoot
Large boleti In the litele brows Pilipleos
will be given an Opportunity soon to mi-
llet for serene is the PlIllindOre.
museums. STATION.
The Nee Nan Is in riddle ot the tot.
lewd, eessaanieattea bed B. K.
Iheekletari, resvelliag spool, U. L A.:
"I have the honor Is tutors you that
I will be in BopkiaevUle for the per-
ms of °postai a recreates dodos for
lhsUnitet Ode. eery. boa Feb. 17
le Nth. 1901.
"I erne dee good whin' wee and al
so some goad colored sea for service in
this oonntry sad the Philippine Islands."
The enlistment will be for three years.
TIE PAY.
Pay for Philippine service ranee from
$111.110 So $40 80, for Untied States a-r-
ein-413.00 to $114 00 per month for Arse
salistatent, with an Wanes afar the
Seat two years.
When a soldier is discharged he is paid
four cents a mile for travel =pewee
from the plan be a discharged 1011W
place he enlisted.
BOY KILLED.
Lonnie H. Buggies, seporiseondons
of the Clumberland River Estates, a
eyadioate operating an ore weaker sad
bon mines at Bear Sprays, was hen
yesterday and brought ens of the kill-
ing of a fourteen-year-old boy. The
boy's name was Winfield Floyd and be
was employed as dint picker around the
ore washer, While thus engaged his
one was oaught by tbe wain shaft,
making 136 revolutioas a minute, and
be was whirled over and ever before the
11100inery could be mopped. He died
three hours liner.
RESOLUTIONS
Hall of Longview Ledge, No. 416.
February 1, 1901
Whereas Almighty God in Him vie
dote has removed from our midst one of
our noel beloved and useful ntemben,
Bro. W. B. Radford, be it therefore
Resolved, That in the death of Bra
Radford this Lodge has sustained an ir-
reparable bus; and while we bow in
submission M the will of Him who
doeth all things well, we rejoice in the
hope that the noble, generous spirit of
our mealy and useful brother has only
bees Waasferred from earthly care to
Eternal refreshens* "in that house
nol made with hands."
Resolved. That we extend to the fam-
ily our sincere sympathy in their be-
reavement, with which the divine Mu
Sir has seen As M afiliot theta. ,
Resolved. That these resolutions be
spread upon the minutes of thin lodge,
a copy sect to the family of our d vested







Mr. IL 0. Mann, of Bentosville, Asp .
has accepted the position of especial*.
eat of Dalton Bros.' brickyard, and *
his featly will reside on Jesup amide
Mt DANFORTH Will FRANKEL..
John F Danforth has accepted a po-
sition as salesman with Sum Freaks],
succeeding Harry Lip/nine, who has,.
signed.
DEATH OF 'SQUIRE MARTIN.
From Tneeday's daily.
'Squire Thomas Mania, for years one
of the best-known Wilms in North
Meadow, died this morning at lb.
Women Kentucky Asylum for the In-
sane. He had been an inmate of that
inVit talon only a few months. He was
about 70 years old, and for several yeses
had ben failing physically and meat tl-
ly. 'Squire Martin's home was sear
En and he wailers/My a member of
She Seal ~from th•Hamby pneinet
Several peva some and delighted! sur-
vive him.
RESTORED TO SANITY.
Laid April Mrs. Alice Skaggs, who
lived near Matlock, in Warren county,
was adjudged insane and brought to the
Western Kentucky Loy lum. A abort
time ego the was discharged from the
institution as cured and returned base.
Yesterday, in Bowling Green, before
Judge Drake sb• was, on a judicial in-
vestigation, declared restored to sanity.
Victoria's Fortune.
(Cablegram to New Era.)
LONDON, Feb. 6 -It is said that
Queen Victoria willed the balk of h
private fortune to King Edward, includ-
ing Balmoral and Osborne Hone. The
Zing has resigned the Wan Gated
Mailer of the English Free dassnis.
Is will retain his connection with Sa-
✓oury sailor the probable tills of Pre-
tence.
uks bad gods, all counterfeits! of
De Will's Witch Basel Wee
 are worth-
I. is. The original 'vilely mires pi
les.




German Syrup Is the special petearipe
tau of Dr. A. Booshos, a eli
simmted
Gorman Physician, and is
to be on of the teed foreatrallidZed
Otrforila in medicine. It quid& eases
oosiss, Gods, and all Labe diehlis Si
She wisest nature, removing, as 
it
does the nose of the aft a
nd
leaving she perm is s strong and boil-
itttr It is sot an fiquorlinoss




seem edam Two bottles
mid annually. Ilesehee's Gonna Syr.
'V was 111110d115111 In the UMW 8
10.i
U tses, and le sow mild Is miry Sown
sad village in die olvilieed world. Three
tione will relieve any eadiaarr
Prior no. Gee Gross's prise almans.
IPM• a7 &Iwo Is all atVilbed
vwderree.
Loose Market Lively-
Large Part of Crop
Sold.
Reports received from the board of
Inspectors and warehousemen of this
oily for January show that the ne
w
year has opened soder the most favor-
able sante* sad promises to be of t
he




Though the volume of Innen. dose
ins hardly up to the average, many a
-
p0,5551 coideside were eagered
alit* le will require a large &wain of
flue obsess to fill.
The qadity of both leaf and lap rhos
far offend on the breaks has bees pita-
Weill of the CnininOn grades, but wben
anything of the finer Glasses was put up
it went prom ply and at figures satiefso
tory to all parties.
The planters have their crops ready
for market, and a Loom is looked for as
soon as the foreign buyers are on t
he
ground.
There bee so far been very little of
she kinds of tobacco tbst the foreign
agents are seeking among the lose o
ffer-
ed for sale here, and broken and a
gents




The loose ninon market is more act-
ive than it has heretofore been, with
quite free deliveries being made Buy-
ers cooties. to be actively engaged in
riding over the district, and are offering
figures that induce many to sell 
who
have heretofore refined. It is ma
nna&
ed that about 30 per Font of the crop has
been sold.
DEATH OF MISS CRUNC.
Miss ()rank, a daughter of Mr. John
Drunk who resides five miles por
n of
the city. died Monday night at 8 o'
clock
of consumption. She was twenty-two
years of age and a young lady of regis
tr-
ant and intelligent*. Her family and
m my friends mourn her death.
A MUM.
- -
Born, Saturday to the wife of A. W.
McDonald, a ten pound boy.
TREBLE CLEF CLUB.
The Treble Clef club will meet with
Mrs. Thos. Armies/6d during Febraary.
11AS ORIP.
Deputy County Clerk Will Wicks is
eon/hied tio his MOM With a severe at-
tack of grip.
EXECUTOR APPOINTED.
On motion of W. D. Cowan, son of
the deceased, Judge W. P. Winfree has
bin appointed executor of the lete Stun
. 0owsn's estate, and guardian of Ben
H., Magnolia and Fletcher Cowan, in-
fants under 14 years o; age.
MR. DILTZ HURT.
Mr. H. P. Dilts was very painfully
hurt Saturday night. While waiting
on his thine who was in bed with the
grip, he had a fainting spell, and fell.
sulking his bead with great force
spinet a bowl. His for. was badly
braised, and he will have the marks of
the accident for some time.
Manta
allamme
ell .se et..m Wt. I 46 .




The lass will of Miss Bliss S. West
wee probated Monday. She left $1
each to her brothers Riley, A050., John
Kilts and Jesse Wart. and to her sister,
lend West. Tne reaunedee of her m-
ien die bequeathed, after all her debt.
are paid, m her trother H. H West




having been issued ii now remains for
his loyal subjents throughout the land
to pressed to the Noon city of
New Orleans
and pay tribute so bw majesty, by par-
ticipant', in the feeserities of
MARDI GRAS
which for the year 1901 Will be held on
February 19
For this 000ssion the
1113011 CUM!, L L
Company will sell tickets on certain
dates to New Orlesas from stations on
its lines as
One Fare for the Round Trip
Your local ticket agent will tell you
the dates of sale, tiptoed° rates and
Limits of Oben Much Gras lichees.
Hot Springs,
Arkansas via Memphis.
flleepaig ear service toe the entire distance
from Cind :dist' and Loawvil • and from
New oilcans via the misses Oeatisl to Hot
Sprits', via Memphis, In oociaestion v lib
be Choctaw rows from Watalphla and Me




is connection with the Southern Tatidik,
Through wini-Weidtly 1111.011500 *UUCP.
14 0 CAR leaving Cincinnati and Louis-
ville on the Illinois C•ntral rail oad
hist ••New Orleans limited" train !WNW(
110vDAY and FRIDAY for Lou Angeles
and Mu Francisco without change. The
also connect. at !few °rimg daily
Vrit 
in
y•ras train for the Pacific roast and
on Mondays, Thursdays sad eatardaps with
lbs
SUNSET UNITED
re Ike Southern Facia*, giving
 special
b *orrice to Ran Francisco. All
-Trip Tourist tickets to California
es Via 11.1nois Central ft. K. p r.
gisireitabge ogees' amintc:ern'l'antlir:Ptibcrve






the above ere io
Sad of nears W the Illin
ois Central or by
atldresetstiftil:sionseel st OM
 ooderriaaaa
pppresen g the aaaktral."





































Twice Every Week-One Dollar a Year. ..
A o now en vie the reputation of the Globe-Demece at is world yids. Ilv
known ace it ctn nista' whet ev-r the English Ioannina
 is mad Lea weedily
Won., Waned 10 8C101- Weekly arotionv, at la per year. is
 almost equal soip4r442.
at the price of a weekly. It gives the lasses Selegrap
hi3 Bowe boss oll
world every 1 uesday and Ft way. Reports of curtest eni
ng are 551105P4-1115WINS
from section to potion al cl the complete sews of the
 world, in full telegram& M
contained in the two orotion•.
As a Home Journal it lin no equal Iss departneseln demesil
 ter /be Nellne-
Garden and Dairy," The Family Orme" and "
 rbe lionme," are sale of de
MS end most lielt,ful character. Its market repo
rts are comet and.
every detail An interesting awry is continued from
 ben to brae and 0 Bea
many other lessor. s which combine to furnish 
help, balbesibubb one tansrusehnn
for people in all conditions and otremussanes of life.
In each dspertment, and as • whole, the Weekly •OlsbaDemse
rek isourd
In semi-weekly sections, fa ere peer of any family noweesp
er is lie wsrid, sod it
ought Kt be at every fire-s& during NM year. Send
 111-only 'i.e Deed- ter
year's subscription Today or write for free sample cop
ies M the
GLOBE PRINTING CO, St Louis,
The Daily Globe Democrat is without a rival in White
West aud stands at the very front among the
 few real* -
great newspapers of the world.
Daily, Daily,
Including Sunday Without Sun
day
0 Hi Year.   96.00 O
ne Year  Al ao
6 Months   $00 6 elm ths 
$00




oci W 10 Pages
0-* Y-or  0,0





THE PRICE OF ONE.
The Eclectic Magazine has b
een recently reduced in prioe,.
from aye dollars to Three 
Dollars a year, and twenty-five
cents a number. The publ
ishers, wishing to extend its
circulation, make the special offer to send it for three
months, as a trial subscription, 
for Twenty-Five Cons.
which is the usual price for a
 single number.
Points to Remember About the
Fciectic Magazine.
lit-It 11. DIP a picture book.
3od- Etch Di:miner ofintallis 140 papa, attentively
primed, reproducing witboat abridgment the
most intaressing and rat, et iseporte,ot annals he 
Mash
eon Oonsin.ntai periotinel4
led -It is 'h- only issontlity niegastisee in Ws 1.141.
4h-Is rear( d e. tie- eine neses, erv
iens, et wave
Poe° 5, shed:dies of travel aid dtenov.r
e. esnosifr. Mu-
drapbtoal and blot ries, can-rs. and articles
 ea Metal.
politicul au religion. qu-seons of currant 
lemma.
Ilfh -It is nor a ne v.nture. bat has bees published





If you wish to become a( q
uainted with the Eclectic
Magazine in its present for
m. Send Twenty Five Cents at'
once to 'Publishers of the Eclectic Magazine,"
 P. .0. box
5206, Boston, and sour name wil
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Selling how so prepare &Wass
and delicious dishes.








WIZ 1411MTS WANTYD PAU
AY laimes.annIng hark *yet Farrier
Pulpit Echoes
51111LFrrail TIIIITIts anal A011 NEAN a .ornot bar Itersera. with to.
=rim Ler Moir P•wainsvisaramsr, al lir
y D. L. Moody
"Lli-e 7117-174.,,..*,z14•41.1 Y-14117






Le Hop avid *Sag kla
At Pillion to GAO • es
Ar Bea 10:10 •
Sr Lvville a0:10 a se
..
L.v rein•ton 9:11a• ma
tr. Lonisliir erre a
Lv Petrel°. eusam.
r Palma sees am
sr Nesaphis
Sr newOrimas
• o. sti Arrives at
•ts. al arrive% at
*0 511 &ref v vs at
OF .& ammo
Ow sq.
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oney by the use
of Royal
1Ww.. Baking Powder is considerable.
Royal is economical, because it
possesses more leavening power
aid goes further.
Royal saves also because it
always makes fine, light, sweet






















halthg powders almost Invariably cem
abils. MIN asoltas die loud weilholawaisin






aims Men the wber sesta.
sod Tenarees thels
Ir, tbe furores' Keane. 1.
kW* 111 lie prig
1111011111111.
is imprs4ble
WI yew IMO reemesee et She des-
WIN emu as
Ile or be ,4.01 alleimated. At
masa SS lieus ladisatioas
an lbw 111•Swiego spill be gotta us..
Moodie. 41.111tZtiese. She at is also
11/101808e. Olaf Ma the tarsiers of
Ohs Gyolashabbis moo fourfal bow tub
part who•Illap we WI vary assold-
WOW Wow Ws high wow mat of
1111•11116.4111,1abila. whisk was sollablisb-
• boa pat.
Mew* aro bittlasowerps goasestdow
sr*, Illoolas Ay fa oho year. Then
we warpOws ao Ms rale. to sane so-
apas., WV" ussamsoloas is a
MIL As tee. berverr, She 'rest Is




MB Us RS& moms blood dew
owe un rag doss We __.of
tho rw lbw bassi apse Who
Whole.
it • mon 0 lho
etylrhos sagewldleig ais ester. primes
111111111011118 iloinage So Iho same
=as M ItsN oil gam 
of as bob
h4iwithelt was goo
ops Os apple miaow of
ihsf
WAS
an ENO 1. is wise to balm Ohs
plowing gad
Ilto pound. Nes Ws bolas
O i ly. The eine
builliedlihr
The eumplibmvarems tiomere"0"411141101.la awe eataimem






IF She wording of Ws
Issebr dew Ike sere ad-
•waited w Is paw agasehme.
Sea Stag • elided hi-
Ighosat dast he she war
argy. the floaleder law forbids oho
adkrivia of so* sossitia sub lbses.
• isbaina as OO Wpm glat woos anammo m d I wigh Se
KOMI aide dial trees
11111811611 Jae isale. leseprer
ITKOWI, ere met deer as asp pa or. It
0 110Mo a asbilortanie so goo ties rale
dikrashatai premier
ass. swim. session.
Oa the Wirt of Feb. 14, She Sas will
mislasas the Gni 'nutmeat" of oho is-
oultalisa of 010 lodge by a add swiss
MS* we tato plass ea deo& taboo
Wow. 0 proolgetees la he degbell.
• Dosithes Mak a. a &rim sod
41118111ge W. Pies* have Wargo of the
dare of re rest Invitations will
Its hand wily NN
Stops
Falling Out
If your heir Is coming out,
as, weeder you are alsnatiti.
It sem that you are to have
irery dtia and thsafts
about as.bsd as baklases it
The trouble is your hair does
set have life ;sough to stay in
the scalp. Feed year hair with
Ayers Hair Vigor and k will
los all right.
If the grsy hairs are begin-
ning to shmr, Ayers Hair
-Vigor wt. bvlag back the rich
color ayouth to them.
One raw a bous.
ppm, smog
sore sad give es
j. hu. Lewd% Maw
Ole* eta beallood dbibe
A. G. CAMMACK
Dies In New York of Heart
Disease.
nee The Former Hopkinsville Boy
Who Became a Great
Financier.
4.•• ••••••••
Addison 0 Oanuatick, oar at re moo
widely known of re Wall strew
"bears." who wee torn in Hopkir swine
sod whose boyhood was spar Isere.
aid is New Ten Tosteday.
FAWNS FlIdliella
• press theimesis oinnowaskig his
leash is r follow.: •4i4dissa G Claw
sosit, nosed for many years* Seams)
WNW* as on of she beavuseS bear ope-
rators Is the history of Wall serest. died
today at 11. bows, St Wess Forliy-nintb
sweet Heed direr was the rase or
• Ossareek's dear. Of ire years he
had not bees vigorous, bus was able go
the end to be at badness.
"Mr. Oresseek baa loog her a !audi-
ts/ Share's the bee, lite of Nee Torts
lassoled world. Ho was silvery-for
yeas old sad had boa faille, for twe
satiatbr. Be leaves a wife and two
shiMree.
"Be wee bora is Hopthierille. Ky
His est beans se rare s were mode is
Kew Orines Se white Nay he removed
to early life.
"Mr. Oasemark joined the Stock Ex •
Amigo Mare 9, 1878 For • keg te-
tanal. whir benoineeed ober MA
be was arosokited wish Reedy every ex -
tenatte rear properties dint bad been
etreed in Wall arose speoalellion.
"1101 BIAS."
'Altherogh a bear by nature sad toe-
peramost. Purely eseniog re tide of
Ursa Major, or 'Big Boar.' Ira was ebb
w saes gaisitly bon hos side of des
morkto to She err, foreleg a line
shorts of 10.0o0 sad Ukase a ball posi-
tion whips ormatimen warransed
cargo. Be sod his rat in the Sends
Illashasge Folwaiwy 3, 1897, to Heorry J.
Distmea for $18 ON."
Adana G. Oemasaok. the, famous
Wall MussS Itswerder who died Timidity,
was born in Orissa. county, nee/ lop-
kaarvills, sad lived Mee oatH Ite err al
yeses of age. As a year he showed as
epeeist spare for briars, sod the
wiry aid Olen. wits remember him
well an reedy unable to indorsers'
b • brinier roam as dodo( specula-
tor.
IITVIIIIIT.
He was wring bet a good seeded at
Pull Durres's; Wised elan es roa-
med' of his eilasstioo wore received.
His fallow was George Oandesek, who
had a hove farm between this city and
Pendooke and was well-to-do for many
yens. Re met with reverses when Ad-
der was a /mall boy, nod moved to
Oak Grove, etben be opened and ope-
rand • b aokeinah sod repeir rep. Ile
died very poor.
Aeldiesso bed eke brothers, all of abs.
wowed oat • oil Geo. Jaw s Osismar,
wens west during the gold fever of 180
sad asesasulstad a hoes fortune.
Addison Omar* our into Hopkins
vine wire be was doss eighteen year.
old Iniaing a job. Be serared a prr-
Silo as 04111 is Bershee & Bury's
dry gesiedsre.
LISPS
Oreerning b s appetiser at this be-
girds' of his business career, Mr. B
0. Gent, liminess of the Bank of Hop-
kismet'''. rye : remember his as
tbough is was yeenday I saw hiss. He
was all *ogles sad SibOWL IP* tali *as
he towered above most of the youeg tel
ISMS is town, gawky sad with bc ably
bus severity* features Bie head ra.
ratebed silks mop at the redder. hair
I believe I Aver saws sod he was se
frsskli ae a turkey egg"
Mr. Geer Ore Iwo Moir which Was-
Wars bow uneophistiored yowls 4 am-
nook wee in dam* day.. -soothe Dios
of his MO asy to tows we look him oat
as. des trier We woos is E grocery
wittier *lunch was s reed Pickled
oysters and sardines were regarded as
yeas delicacies Shea, and both were in
our saws. Adnisoo was pars ealeriy
pleased to WI she seedier. He ate a
saw fall with unsoi-i satiefacsion sad
when be flaired he drowsed, ton be
wasn't joking either: this' were
good. boy.. Where did you ouch rose
minnow.?
NAils PellIEVINTS.
"Letter sbas right, slier we bad
tramped shoos town for rm. rime, Ad-
dison raid : 'Hold on, boys ; lei • apt ons
In the big road This. brickbats' bars
my fees ' "
Mr. Osionsaek left here in 1860. soling
es B.wOvkses How.. • molter la
She Osstedersee may sad was wombed







OsairclaT the lidsgs/T drake Ni one-
Mae Begabliesa candiciare for county
a • es will be held. There are Wary
ossod,d tee sold Sea fil es
NO OPPOSITIO0
W. T Its so, Jchn relied sad .7 F.
Rogers have no opposition for miry
Jades. orator said repressor, two. The
fall list of ciandidases folk w.:
Fs" csou iijsNis.W. T Fowler ; for
meaty atterery. Oro H Anaemia and
Polk Canal's; tor rent, iderk. John P.
Prows. and Claude K. Mark for sheriff,
L & D4vi-„T. 0 Bowling. T H. Ma-
jor and H Golay; tor j Myr, John
Boyd and J. F Terser; for Drool ea-
p rtosenr en., Mies HAW IdeDent-I, W.
I Gray; for areesor, It A. Cook, P.1.
Everett and Albers •odereon ; for ram-
ose, J L Alle,sworth and? W. Mayes,
th colored; for reormerative. Jensen
F. Rogers; for ssaidoe, Jobs Poland.
F H. Renshaw, who was • ordidate
toe weary grim' isperintenchnt, ham
withdrawn from tbe roe
It was widely reported *lay that
fistulae M.j tr bed withdrawn from the
roe tor sheriff. His son said to the
hew Ea& that she report is without any
toandatioa
The pone will be opeoed in the (38)
p.suia$8ass. Sunday and close at
4 p. The Republioan committee sod
oise other appointed by She chairman,
will SOS ss offerers of the election.
MEET 1111118AT,
I. ear ermined the candidates sad
two dalogatos will be voted for. The
de ellinbed will meet in this oily
Mat Monday sad oast the








Kr. Gyp Watkins, of Graoey, is in
Sown.
• Mr. and Mrs. T. J Wall. of Greasy,
were here shopping today.
Mrs Owned* Wallace left today for
Pithier to visit hat daugbter.
Mrs Charles Barris Nash and her ren
Charles, have 'warned from Dawson.
Mr. sod Mn. Diaz J. Mo you have
returned from Loaliville,
Mr. Lee Blood* kr returned to his
home in Headroom alien spending a
few days in las city as the insets of Mr
Glen Martin is South Osseppbsil street
Mrs W H Elgin left Shia marines on
a visit so she hinny cw Judge T. P.
Oar rued other relatives at Murray.
Mr. sod Mrs Loots Rothchild, Mrs
Nash Reismaa end osageter and Mies
0 lie nuke. of Pr nog ton. Ind.. dime
Jennie Will, of Lonievilie„ and Mrs .1c e
Meta of Trentoo, are run S of Mr-
Lose Mars's feraily on Foes Seventh St.
Prom Wednesdare dekr.
Hr. B A. Badge's us in Mayfield
Mies dal* Barker, of Kennedy, is
visaing Mr& I D. Morns
Mrs. J. H. Dan went to Hooderson
yeetwday es vier Teat vs&
Kr. Will Kimmoos, of Menlo.'. Gap,
wee in re say yesterday.
thy Alasniey A. P. Oro:Ikea went 00
Nashville. Tenn slia morning.
Mrs. James T °ironies, of Evene-
d)" is visiting hits. J 0. Daffy.
Mn Thomas G. Dods hair returned So
Hepburn's. Assuriens
Mrs. Undo Sargeani has esellneed
from Beeson, where she has bees dire
itepereher.
Iteers. Meows sod Bryant MoCiWoo.
of Obetsvtlk, woes is ths ashy yeses,-
day es rouse to Grainy.
Miss Addis Hardin wedi to Pembroke
yeseerday So be the guest of Mrs. Wal-
ter Radford for a short Was.
Miss Oora Wilson, Who has been do-
ssing Meade in this lily: has warned
'silks...
Miss Maio Woks, of Winwon, N 0
taSheg.egsofhersasls,J U. Wiles,
at Fairview.
Mrs. Warr Theraberry issv.s to-
morrow for Nashville, aorocapenied by
Mrs. Lula Ware, of Hopttn.vtile, who
net been visiting Kra Beeben Rewire
end others Mr. Harvey Phillips left
for Bop/darn* yesierday. -Paducah
tglieer.
Miss leaf lets has returned from
Hopkinerile, where she was invited to
panicipete ta a wooers Her vocal and
violin eandises were highly ootoplinient
ed by the roes a rescity. Kiev Metz
faeseerly llvsdss Elopkineville and hr
masa wee selekrased in a pleasant so-
sal way.-Neelidile Banner.
From Timmer* daily.
JAM Dames Groner is the Slug* a
Miss It... e Hoard, as Hardiasbar.
W. • Wilgus was in Clarksville
Sunday.
Kr. Welke Trainers lese returned
from His Spring-
Mae Monte Duke. of Prineeson, 1. the
gas of Dr sad Mre P.S Rest.
Mrs. 0. M. Ms/PkYs of Dowling
Green, is virling relatives Deft Uaaiob
Hill
OW. Orr, Hillman. of Alatisnia, is
endueg the heady of his tamer re-law,
Cal. J. 0 Wouldridee, of acute Main
/triad
M re. we Donaghy of If seen. Mo,
strived 1. re meg yesterday In Visit the
!Navy of her brother, 'Squire Wei
Oslo pheU.
Mr. L. 0. Peekerti, of the Strnoxies
Bard ears soinparry, who bee been nay
ells g is dm serials, tor s me time see
I. • coseiber of the Hopkineville Elks
Lodge, hes bests oreasferrd go K n....
He left year*, tn berm- his beer
Teals Se will be soorred by Mr,
George Lame.
Saves Two From Death
"Oar lade deaahre had an almost
lard &tsar of es booptor masth end
bronchitis," write. Mrs. W. K Hart-
land, of Armlet. N. Y., *bat, when all
other remedies feted, we s ,ved her Its
1 with Dr. hag 1111.,vr Discovery. Orirsues, who bad treampllion in an sil-
vered ram also red this wonderful
inedielse and today she is P-ff'ouT
well' Dowers .1i4oat and long dis-
eases yield so Dr. King's New Discovery
1 as to oo ether medicine on isertsi. In-
failibia for miser ant colds. NM sed
OM bidder gear/aired by Mirror •
Pewter. J. O. Cook, L L illgin erl O.
14 Wyly. Trial Woke Ira.
AMUSEMENTS
Matinee And Night Per-
formances Saturday.
Gus Sun's Big Minstrels
Next N ednesday--
Uoy. Taylor.
Many of the theere-goms will
hall with delighi See Noe sane out and
fused, • Coos* Jam& Spriskr." ia I
vino as woe. Tluscosopeny. weir hes
=405 50 ezeept 0 ally 'Orem slapesedes
• hert vs is oar appear°, has assay
Meads here woo will swab skew is
tag with interest Tile orisauteilliult
IUm ys.r s. b ter then aver. all the oiafavuriser by ng retained ma capable
sea ones aired, eau now ease rink
with she beet dramatic companies Sear-
ing the coansty The play is one Of
those homely Na'. 11,nesand dramas *oh
• be.0 if as story rousing slase‘h 1$
Oosiedy, pato°s and seneatioa Moved.
&riot attention has bra paid to deeml
sad a fall new art of era- ry has bees
panne° fur toe season. Uudoubsedly a
big crowd will alteqd to welcome "Bei-
y," "Dairy." "Ons o' Sighs," the
"Hay seed Bead" and old ••Uadelass"
Word. No tbeatrical serse is ewes-
pier wttboot t • j ye dirtied by "U-i---
oie Josh" eau hie follow "arbor "
The rigor orshosses, al bag a feature
of this osispany is s ill retained, sod as
seri is still • maim of delight. The
coospany will appear here $ Awry,
Feb 9, sad both matinee and night per-
foriancos will be given.
GUS SUN'S MINSTRELS.
The Marietta, 0 , Jan. 8, 1901, says:
"The mighty and multiform evolu-
tions of minetrelsy sire the d Is she.
the arm of his clan sang hie lay before
Alfred the Geer, were never more tally
illustrated ran ler night. when Gas
Son, who has gained au enviable reps-
trios in Madera with his dome,
brought his famed American Minarets
to the aaditorium. A large and repre-
sentative eradiates Ailed the hour and
greeted the varier sots wish unlimited
applause. The curtain rose co an en
pensive and magnifier spiral toreive
striae and an elaborate milk and plumb
first part. Yorkyry, Howard, Melba sad
Ward, the tor end moo, were remark-
able for the otrwinee of Moir jokes, is
pleas*, emulation:rim to **sorer
and hoary jets. red by moss
orgeobiastre from time Lams modal "
AS Holland's opera boor Wednesday
night. Feb 18.
GOV, TAYLOR'S LECTURE.
Gov Tay Ion will deliver his Dew lee
tar • entitled "dynamotor in this cal
March I, ae the riper hoses. This lec-
ture is entirely new hi every parties's,
and thou who know Gov. Taylor's ver
eatiliSy can readily as She rpl-ndie
field which this unique Wile opens far
the re-robe of it s weedertal powers or
pathos, word peinriog. reader aied
mimicry.
UEUT. WERT IIELLAAIT
Cheer to Succeed Mr. Phelps as Sec.
sod Uestsasat.
From Tuesday's dairy.
Sergeant Hobert Bellamy ergs oboe es
800011d IAenteuans by compeny D tar
nide Si she elootion.held by Mej Ban-
sisee kr Ill She Tarry caused by the
promotion of Liens Pt • ps. Several
Garr young men were reed for but
Mr. Bellamy was selected on the Ars
ballot. Rs is Seely d tu.a and
well liked by the company. of whir be
lose of She youngest members.
MRS AT OUTURIE.
Selective Plow Respossible For Loss Of
Alma 81,8110.
Guthrie was visited by a destructive
Ire lido Monday night, the total loss b. -
lag nearly gm .0w
TM restaurant sad bakery of Hoyle
Boyal, when the Mesa originanid from
a detersive Sae was communed. The
IOW to rook, valued as $1,100, was about
$600; Warr ance.
The rtorebonee belooged to Mrs A. 0
Pettus and woe Vitally destroyed It
was valued as $1,600
Tee building weer:seer d for $1,600.
I U. Abeitir lost aLegro on the re
=oval of his saloon elook ;imaranoe, 01,-
000
EOM AMMAN MISSIONARY.
The Rev. Jobe King, of London,
Ioglai d. who was oriel sod front Rev.
Ober es Spargeon's church. and be. just
returned from Soath Afro's, where he
labored for severel years as a mission-
ary, sper.1 yeeternay in the ca. y. Though
a Beulah aarj of, Zeit Hind'• semis-
shies are «Annoy web the Boer., and
having bees o tbe peou3d, speaks as
one having authorisy. Rev. King loft
less ',rine for Nashville, Teem., bat
will return shortly, a, d it is likely he
will lee' are here on the South African
war
Gish & Garner's Wild Goose Uni-
onise cores riteensationi oat orrisigia.




J. P Morgan dt Co. To
Purchase Carnegie's
Holdings.
lerser•L TO raw sus!
BMW YORK, Feb. T.- The eraser
of all she trams, with a oartallsetion of
a billion donate, is now /startled as an
arts • lity The basking house of J.
Mort100 A Co., and several other
*Server are believed On have per-
chased from Andrew °stereo oentrol
of the Oared* Orel Company. The
deal al..° Inellide• all the 1 -acting ins
and seer companii sot the U sited StilaM.
Official 000firmatioa is toshisg, bat as








Henry of Mecklenburg. .1
Items of Interest (lathe*.
All Holland, in Holiday
ed By Reporters





Outer L *ie. mimed. 'barged with
steeling a bate of hay from Put Uwe
Dseensh's stable, was arrestor In fors
Judge Omer: this arestag for Mani-
Wing wish Tbe noun leered She ed.
dere Ws6 *seal t-es to held Lewis aea
trued lims souse
• rtax.rux.sas.
Mewl N apeisIe Celebrated Wodaesday
Night at Nashville.
Beau N. Folk, Treasures-roil of Tea-
✓er, and Mies Nagar Dudley Pil
ober.of Nashville, wars mailed Wed
medal sighs at I &rook se She FAA
Baptist riser ia re peeress of one a
OS MOOS hositloaable sowathlogos woe
won ta Nashville
The oseftway was perform. d by limo
Inv. Laaidag Mareowo. • roaspless
fathoms(' at She heir of the bride's w-
rote, sod laler Kr. and Ms Folk Ifs
for Palm Beech to spend desk homy-
swoa.
The bride was the meld of haw st$
the Ador-Biarasti weddiagia Ude oily.




The Boo. J. Campbell Caren, of
Goorgeteera, is announced as a 'sand/A-
dak for rate error from the Twenty-
inssond senatorial Moeda
Two weeks ago IffoOrooken ocrary
was redistriob 4 The Demooratio pri-
mary es March SO was intended lob.
rid la she old districila but Orris
Judge Tally now says he will Is., air
code" Meeday adopting the mew bound-
ary lines for She forthcoming primary
The registration of lase tall will be die
regarded.
Mask Wallace and Bernice Derain',
two undertakers, have anotninsted fot
the ocanioritia ter comer as She Dem-
ocratic sod Republican rises, respeor•
wry, in Oaldwell cowry.
•••1111.
ram DAY TO DAY.
TE11 MONEY BAD= frees the lo-
ose of $1.000,000 addieral rook by ohs
Illinois t. entral will be used is better
mei Si of the property all along the ha.
A lane part of sr money will be aro
is New Orleans Is lortessiag tomes 1
fasilialS of export barter The Illi-
nois Chotrel is cheerios graft frees Uti
We To New Odors sod Weeds to
make this poet a very iisportant ore.
t
JUDOS PARKIS iN she F -yetis
,-ircon mart eastaios4 a deiereo re•
nanny rendered in tbe oseety emit el
Payers coary Shoe She TrIgnstiship
Lair of Odd Fellows was .5 liable tot
sea-s oa Its franchiss, olidowid by She
s are seater The driers is of inter-
est so railer lodges tbasslittsst the
vats Is is on the claim &being s ben-
ender hesitation tbas the tar was not
allowed.
'ft
,)dBOMB OF TB crier e,s of Forsyth
Ga , have cowrie what they tens a
"H' evollnient Or " and have leried in
Titations to wiry people in rat radon
of Georgia to armed a public burning of
err histories. The speakers, wooed-
leg to She inviSaSion. fooled@ Clark R.
Thompsoa, misdeal of ttse Bank.-
ikephires inatituts; Dept S. D Nobel,
and Mayor Andrews. The invitation
reads in part
"I am requests' to read to you •
most cordial invitation to meet et re
Hotel Marie in this cry. Wedneecloy
nimbi, Feb. I, 1901, the occasion being
a p peopriess tereinonies over she bat rag
of two envois' of a Yankee biology of
It e war between the stars, in whir
the valiant soldiers of the south are nre
dooed and branded ars rebels by • Yan-
kee bisection ; said books now being de-
classed over the moth Dependant offers
by a New York mm"
The 1 nation is signed by J. V. Mo
Donald, montary He is editor of the
Furey t be paper
t ft
WHOEVER wattle coalmen in them
days of smart era& babas ms.1 Unite
hem ty perstmen1 public anaoasee-
mess of what be has Meal.
4 4 4
THE PRESS 1101113 the potpie bay •
more Monty than all re balance of the
commenity, and she far is aptly ills.-
timed by as is Wog. as Wives.
• {tomboy me* 5 44 : "gol ter dare
ar ten the Irish If Sbey did Slay
raid not live. Tees newspaper would
be • failure." The editor replied, "Toe
are righs, and the minister who will la
all nom Sels the trash about lits mem-
bers, alive or ae id, will not occupy the
presets snore than one Sturdily, as.d be
will Bid is ..eressery It) nears Sows ta 5
berry. The preen and pulpit go brad la
nand wills a whitsawaelt brash. sad Iliad
weld'. magJityiag lane rinses into
big arum, TM pulpit-mist miskior
trionsurate " And the Welfare went
away ii o dog very theoghifal. witi •
in. echoer turned So his work, Nino,
stoat the .urpossiag beery of she bride
while, in fact she was as ugly as a mud
fano..
t ft
DU HING THE SIX months which
will comprise she Pen Americas FAre
shies season at Buffalo, more important
°epergnes will be held in that cry
them were ever; renoosly convened in
any o hisap place, on thb side of the
Atlantic as loess, in an entire decade.
Lad la this essimate merely local sad
✓oes oostreosions are not included, bus
tidy those of great senora character
end toprooseting indoserial.00ninierotal,
thoogorsool, philosophical, socrial, err-
Mk, edeostiesial, religious, fraternal,
medical. nissillel sod rhos marten of
goes* littOPM 1,4lielesues•
Present.
.1110alal to New Ira. J
Till MAGUS, Feb 7 - The aweless
at Queen Withersitia so the Grand
Date of Sate Weimar rook pleas today
Illebeerete prevent, ions bad been mad.
for the long *manse(' event
11811.1.15NT SCESIE
The pane of the wedding oeremony.
she otysely mod Maisano Lloyd I Os- be
deal, would seernely bold all the royal-
ties sad Monitories assembled to wises&
the event
Holland's youihfe' Queen is one of
IWILSSLKIIIL LS WM L/711,0111 POW.
richest sovereigns of all Europe aud ills
maid she has settled on her husband the
etua of 86,000,000, the income of which
Is to be et his entire disposal. The
groom is the youngest son of Frederick
Frasier II, Grand Duke of Necklets-
barg-aohererin, who Mid In 1110.
ME1101018 Mts.
1ty and splendor as be Ise a queen. 111`
The wedding gown is a thing Of
en in Lyons and out in Per • it
roughs home to be embroidered in the
art schools of Amsteream, sod thei.
reteroed so P Arts so be made. Tits
root of Is. gown is made of lace
en The train and bodice are of
brocade embroidered richly in
*reads and spangles The pistols
reseals coning s n I orange blossoms.
KRUGEN'S fliFT
The wedding pits. cannot be enamel-
sled here, but one deserves special mole
'tom. It is • silver thlis.ble
mid manufactured to Paris, the gift di
Ors Paid Kruger,
081 U Oa.
Mu. E is. U. kintotilmota died at Si
none et ber son, Yr. George Marsi
.ater 14 1 e River tr. two, Ov Febecary
8 o'clock a tn. ma • as benvd iod
(Feb II) ai the George Gary bur; rail
mewed The ones a d. bad the ova
aseU seal June, won d have been
years old. She proreesed faith Ii. °bri-
skets 14 pen of age She liven a ei •
wisest Christian 68 yeasts She Ire
tuned with the Mt-thou1 t but had bee
• member of the B ptiat oenomioatios
41 years.
She had be -0 a member of 1,111. Rio
er Rapti, t church for 40 'pars, and we.
o her death one of toe must ett-emes
*embers et this body To know h.*
was to love her, sod in her deli th
dommunity has loot a Wile woman, bet
unidres a loving mother and the oh urn'
• vaned member A great b mermen,
Ins, bus we b .er in anbmbsion to Him
who "Meth all inlets well"
"Everlasting life Thou idea st,
Everlassiag lows m see;
They shall live b oases Thou Hyatt
And their lit, is hid with The.;
Safe Thy members shall be found
When their glorious head is crown.
ed '
-By Her Pabtor.
IF I MAD NOT A SE.P RT.
(WritWa for the New Era by miss Beatrice
Cunningham.]
If I hai not • bail, it e shafts the
others cast,
With wicked aim from out their lir f
dossed 1 is•-• ;
Would MIA bar go t • so deep wi,hin snyb
eon!,
It I bad not a bean.
If I bad Dot • beer, Love's t +oder bleed
tog w n a
Would not be soul. d pe ylve in ev.r
breast;
But with the %mid, would come more
p.m, and thrive,
If I had not a bean
If I had Dot a heart, for other tolls le
braise,
Lad meld feel She sting of life's bar.
Je.t ;
Memo pleyouree would gash r in in%
life and many things be mine.
14 I bed nos heir t
If I bad DOS • heart! I wonder ho.
'twould fe.1,
to bays no thrills and wild lne• throb-;
How illtog the sun at o d plam ahoy
the weYfern h lie,
It I bad DOS & 16
If I had not a heart, th. mileo•b-am
through the world,
Would 0111 no more, the weary longing
of my soul ;
I w0111 I never dream sewn of love an,
roinnier skies,
If I heel nee a ha art
CADIZ, HT
While Man Turned Yellcw
Groat crinesernation was felt by the
friends of M. A. Botany, of Le eines .1,,
Ky., when tie, saw he wail turniegyel.
ow. Hi. Skin alowly changed color,
also hi+ eyee, and be suffered serribla.
lite sandy was It.ito% endiee, Hi-
.me trmtod by the b•et damson., but
without bentilt. Than he was advised
to try Electric Bitten, the -wonderfni
Smarm% and Liver remedy, and be
writes: "After taking twr- b 'atlas I was
wholly cored" A trial proven IS.
matchless merit for all Stomach, Liver
and Kidney troubles Only teo &id
be Anderson & Fowler, J 0. 000k, L
L. 11gm and 0. MI. Wyly druggists.
BELL-BOONE.
Irwin Wednesday's daily,
Miss Mary Boone, Meter of Rev. A. U
Boone of Memphis, and Mr John Bell,
of ilktoe, married in Elkton M the
km* se the bride's mother this rem
lag. Gov. awe. performed she owe-
VIM
TRAIN WRECK
Fifteen Killed And Mans
Injured.
Other Happenings of In-
terest Telegraphed to
New Era.
(Serial so New Era.)
PITTSBURG, PA. Fob. 7-A pas-
senger train a a the Erie Kee was Mica-
ed at three o'clock this mornialf.
Fifteen pereogie were killed tratrIglit
Many were injured
The raider einarred between Anis-
sls end 'ireesvilla.
.011••••••-.-.--Secretary Gage to move.
l8Perist so New bra,.
WASBINUTOv. Web f.
pod Mrs. Gage have ifteed die mi.
(*ask* Attorney General %nom 441/
at1 Mesta .isseetts avenue ood win
preemies of Sher new beat* a,till
A Dinner to Otis.
[Special to New Era.)
NEW YORK, Feb. I.-The annual
dinner of the doriety Of the Oteineers
composed of former residents of Roch-
ester and vicinity, Will be given this ov-
erdo( at the Waldorf-Amon& Moja.




• (Special to Maw ERA.)
CIRAWFORDSVILLE, id., Feb. 7-
Milano. Thom; son, the oelebreted wili-
er, and sutoor of the latest popular sao.
cress in novrldom, 'Altos Of Old Fin
oscine.," is dying.
It is Lot believed he eau live till sight
de has been mane lie his bead for gyp
oral weeks.
FEARS LINDSAY.
Athos Said to Have Block-
ed Fusion.
_
STOCI•L TO 111W ha)
FRANKFORT, KY., Feb 7 -Sena-
5 r Dere is aneroid by the ash-Goebel
o mooram with preventuig fades be-
tween the anti Damns's and the Re-
publics i on liwielattve tickets in me-
.ral counties Deboe is said 11, have op.
a a fa ton for fear that Semite Lad
ay might bee me a factor in the race
and be emporied by the ann-Goehelside
o the evens !has the *leases, 'Maid
lo d the balance of power
Deboee fumes say hi will *deer fa
ion alai re the candidates ail agree to
v.kav for a sir ,igs 5 Repablinal tor Gems
r The mini • ashen I/ boo is odd
have prey-Med tu•ina are Oaidwell,
ei swoon, Meson and the etty of Bowl-
e Orme
roa ass r- A Iv -rims c Uwe la
era p.rt of oily. A; p y Jorge George
IT. Campbell, as isity ball
 efirt•-tekteseelialseta& • .„
THE ROYAL MAUSOLEUM AT raoosioasL
4.4.sinmar meig=imid. maimmta ?beta enSly
la the agaist a Oho seri Is a iledis arposphigisk.ritk erg












AS, ••• 41. •••• •
Is
genera vessing am kahriltitheit meth. it each earearbee boadieglgrosof •done is brews. ilos whale immounted by a fell mina memeesoll NM* atLows, eseeate4 ie pare whim marble. lt i• him the Me ewe.greet redinalised." whim ohs heed se istaig nod mama •museamed her rimiest
• •






am eau at the same old stand with alarie-
and well assorted stock of
STAPLE, AND PittiCY DRY ' ' S.
Carpets Rugs Mailings and Li
always the best the market anords at
•-iLow as the L
•NEW CARPETS. 
NEW SPRING GOD








Stoves, Tinware, Cistern Purim.
e
Cornice. Roofing and Guttering.
Galvanized Tanks, Troughs, Filters, eta. Ali -•
work promptly and well done and guaranteed
Call and see me or Telephone 102.3
Vi r ginia St., Op. Hotel Latham.
Undetured by the Storm,
Crowds Still Flock to the
•
GrcathryGoodsSalc
At T. L Gant's Stand.
The Stock is Still Full
and you may depend upon getting what you want.
The people are more than pleased at the bargains
and we are delighted to be the means o affording
this opportunity.
At our old stand we have a complete stook of
Rubbers of All Kin




We have purchased the J. H. Dagg Planing
Kill and Building Plant and
Reap cattily
SOLICIT ICH BUSINESS
On Building Materials of All Kinds or to
1311.11a You. CIL C) =Lee













L. Idleness, Says Rev. Dr.
Talmage.
maimp•mooso
Riabas here **sally Div.
led Than In Senerally
Understood.
..m.,••••••••
Wasemensw. PO. & - Then is a
Seim thls diseasese et Dr.
es dose wham 14ves bon
teggillee; eat. leash W. IA
the!trelltese Met It shag be
Itelleime for people who ins
masa it?
gab* how Sew people
























besslim of sr tsti OW win
Mr. aa.
Ala *a sight this,. Over bee at
liant asset wee • sm=112
ishismenss ism lis
41allevely hanaret but $ Wow ems
asesissosspiass ths
but eiesediejtt, asomenetegis
Ms IRA lisseime is Mu /km









tome dlogasse 'Cads by
prompt and
ed hislat . As to Ws
heath jete wee an mew hateme. New




the Le* tine lit M-
UM, dear paps ser debts sod aware-
ales M ile Mums* fres Ms deb-
he eisidpubsi Rig as elt tile AIM
ISM stilla dethilessamess and ghee se
A palms de heavens when se aro






Is ougaspirlinal heath we
Most is tholes, we owe
ethos et In the
astrasueed thghlomustes.
eighteenmos. an hessted
The mement gen get
relation ertill Ohrlit the
embed air=
nesiment mu can
yen re all this pest
the gra verve Of the













awe* Weiler s ppod
• sme• sr it will drown
thdog.' but too ands Slit
Limb to a good hew
diltsIH
weed sit be millemesse.
lUrs the Allimmiera and
• attractive tilik Meow
te Ihe seem
-Mst Weer-
and it alleastely seen-
to kolle 15111111.0514 that
oll.leedisaill Ulna
It hems thou est it as.-















yes moo sea hr.
wish la s
Tine._-- of each year me
lag. It weakens these.
it Ms Mot at mist
away joys. Cam lbws be
sod' ems who hill to
themeeds a midi
Favorite Pon=
OW  and y.
It IMO Mt _ egorilletriben-
and Ildlisdil Wel.
Rs kip. '5 almost sum is care.
- •
ger A--.0- eslime set hal tosmillip
Z:11 sea ee...mi.- ,. .. ir ..... -"It a
-.... '.I I- - 4 rrIr . 
iim.:1114.
4/r. tisrest Comm Sem
• mat he Oil receipt it










The Mai Ton BM 41011111,1tBegght. and tibia bue beim
Is elleet See wee 11. vesin• liter-Am siguatur• elf
MI Mg brodiM node under ids pe-
ewee ordertlitsa since its beans,.
Aiwa tadl000lvo you in this.
All Countered's. Initiation& and es Just-as-good" are but
Ilzporimitto that Who will' and endanger the health of
Lima and Chlildran-axpodomo against Experiment.
What CASTOR IA
Coolatria is a hormalar onlithitnesi Ihr Castor on. Pew-
garb. Drops sad Stsothing Syrups. It hi Plawant. It
asistsins stalest Opium, it orphans) ncir Miter Narestie
substance. Its we is its guarantee. dleielreys Worms
and alimpalPoseslohnomo It wares Diarrhea and Wind
awe. volimmo Twildhloo, cures Constipat
ioa
awl Flamissey. sashmillabos the Food, regulate t
he
Seem& and lismotsio, hosithy aad aatural sine.
The Cheinselh Riallsaltas Friend. •
elnettl" CASTORIA,,#11illaYS
The [lid You .Rare Always Bought
or Over 30 Years.
spar alletilese It the lila ibei
• illy MI? two Os
dauld Walla his tespoless
west sad debt. The mead hat
iteemed In* Illilatassors dowses and
mem with Meats that owed with-
lig te peer et in. Meuse Waft mod
bramble was substituted the rem sad
the panther growled whom before he
beams
/awes& and Mom sad 1=e1 hest
intot elsobelrilin d. MI"
could tat• Moons or eely a few sin-
lao . Pet down sang elms. The lord treats or all better than
etas a a 411hy are dem else, or even as mock as somebody
your Wen*. lialided if your akar' we treat him, and If we would study
toms that Wren work bard with 'sew pithethire as aspen as we study o
ur
beak or head or Mt or all Ohne et heats= we would be more reasonable
this. I and thankfut Is Isaiah God says that
Celsellile• Wee* Ines Seesele• I blitlel mad water shall be littra, and
Seer many as. de yeti lows Weeds
MOWS wise are doves mad essrastat,
ed aed Iminehle runetelle sad as-
&rag their mesas ger the wends
despdes7 Xs* seed mot thew ott
on the it year two beds sea
If by andilint or war yea hal hot dee
et Me eg tWelhiera As 10 Iht wan
ad peosnal dttraetimmao bow may
abase naiad eantmate sad
ot this dem taw who an
unaffected and natural if gierser sod
MI Mt theallei - eggs
damply plows baton 43adv Rah
Mots 811 the 
"di
take the du* it askhag the moans
mg lean to you Ilis rielt ot
It. These tillers I fag ell
tint eider le bees the sC
lutzt 
• 
hdalleni _yew eam _tst mar dews end asp trade( abaft
neesesary pee Wee leseleelanee 1ml yourself' sad the world.
ty soccer. As ogles. In Cresswelfs time was se
24441134 eimik °Id Ckld Ithqie lbeg * warded about pale affairs that be
IP**. is "12"allig 1/1 mid ow doe. Ale servant. st Chris-
sell aied by • divine thessistry to um umen. saki would likte use
eboweis the 11". the Milk 8114 kis a adios the ellen • question.
the besingsiaL The Lam wag greased. the 
sumo god,
be weg row elm yea sa think tbet gevereed
does astr:Zy that ye aro to to tree
mil seen elf time ems Ihe inelking sspssss uses as wed wiles you are
tbst Ws as bmia_lamoity lehtneee• Ivy. -And de you not think he will
• gessrally (topmost Tut upssed111
hese Is apt W have a taking el it
mow kted. It say be at Invalid wife.
or a deformed child, or an Inherited
Wading toward Insanity, or a Matelot*
auk or a despoiled reputatioo, or a
waskthed heart that may halt under
the least excitement Envy no man.
navy no woman. Be (*octant with
sock :Wags as ye have. Do not titbit.
la order to have it well with you,
according to my text, that therefore
you must have more than somebody
Moe of us bas boss pot is so low
a list; but we ates act as though God
had ast kept Wm promise because we
mist were Laurin. forgetful of the
fast that be promised bred, not cake;
inter, sot sporldiag cordials.
TM nom me may pleb are min
arable is Mamas My Is not lot well
saga. alien They aro to or seen
petite sad me Its sassyseess sad as
Mogi to seethe otegiatioa sad dad
Iwo la aft
am may =ma It aft osse. They
sad earn its mem
hetet*, esvirenasests sad neve In-
to Mother piece which has just as
many lannagent Their Investnients
yle14 these 4 per ease. and they sea
set le sake hreistaiest• that will
yield 10 per tent sod lose all Better
the wee* eery well berme you ease
Ilign".11 1•111.1 smas inte -No Melt or ft.' %SS UN re-
Dom dim mall. op thea iseeseeno -it
is the manna helberileses. Ss aloe
In ilsoleils1 Is* EU 41111Meeso he-
a. proilpahot 111111 lholis sot
preepared is the difforshee Is the
ammost they me seer. to We. The
mme wealth a mut him Me mere be
ein See. Set me mon am olluid is
ism a mien Seim whin amether
eon emus alledlo hes was dam
Oa lege or smallar wale all suitor
lhonamil he.. Amid tie rapidity it
the rewelmines of the least et magm-
a Oil feemOsnal hem sammeni
papismity la as enema se dm or
light
I. aloe shisterpretatiss sod dm-
*, cent Se al who Ike men Ina
Gar eels% thstalgler WSW and
nOeveloserd. esp mem ludo sop-
cisa brew alit Isom at who lbw
ee evert Mere linntratiens if the Diu-
des et whet la ailed desemstandel
midis* Inman son are geed or
insgeleasell tir stsetneeMed became se
le unajunellso if vegeta
le ha esertresess hi tree be
sr swan er pale-
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thma otsellehrlath ain sod
mimed views sad &dee support and
roemosiestien. AO the
wedding brags herd thoughes et God
and a maseamos se vision It dares set
telly express Itself. Bereave:mast
Obtiethip the tamulk or
iiitmiss sad mere air=
maw oos. awl a am
approelatias st the divine presenot
mil deeper gratin* that we were per.
a4 I. hoes the derailed me se
lee& MI a mere KV* synatinhy for
the seriews it ahem sod another seri-
dein at Gera Is,., fee ''erlems the
Lord booth les ebasesseth."
iitesaelli Setter Thou litessee.
Please* less, which I just now said
is sere to COMO, sever Meeks up • moo
wits has Mem faith in Ged. la meat
moss tt le * less et sureites en it Is the
bonisisont it Wades. Neel et tem
wants et the presperena dams are
st that NOK10.010 some WOO
Uncial mob. The laisaiArawegy
if his U. is weeny eill
said. 'Med sem hes better ispetite
than I. sleeps better sigh* awl whys
Ile moo the I an' Oh. ths gigeohe
asisstios if those who have Ise seal
A mei la deleaten's time esposseed as
philsomplite sad noosaahis a with as
any sea a these tam or et ear taws.
HU name was Agar. sod he eigered a
pram Mt ha at mar hoe a on
paraboidesse or a heel meg wat.
Nabs Se Maher Meaty asr tidier
Oa tbs aso-alds ho had ma the awed
steam* st the peer Is got Seed sod
clothes sod shell* sad to sigma their
children, and se the ether side he had
sees the gouty Beet. sad the Indigos-
dem and the lseamedu and the emetelp
alarm large Investmests, and the threat-
mod parent atm Marsetailetle et
those who are IsedIM 1111 10•4•4
Iowa with too smy mecum* These
people who are geaerelly called the
miss's-that IS. nes Shea et ISOM-
bate tbo tangs abosislay 111111111111
fer their well being- 'no, have al Ma-
riam es their wall. net • "Belsreassar's
Pent" Im their dialog sank ow Poir.
of l5.000 sorrels at their doorway. illet
they have sessetldng wide! dime em
perabeedently owned widen hoe-
they have bake Meath became, being
compelled to walk, they get the neces-
sary exercise, and. their Met being lim-
ited to plain food, they do not %NW
from midnight Wads and are not vie-
tiatiaed by rare caterets. They metre
for wholesome sleep at the very hear
In which others an leaving thelfbesseit
for Me Mace or the eartil par*. They
will sleep the last sleep just am well la
the plat, graveyard as those who bay.
ever them se arra et sculptured resp-
ite Is costliest neerepeile or most bis
teeleal abbey
Tangs are more equieBy *rind than
hems 'AWLS'S% show that all
°lames of food nay be °ample*, di-
gested by a preparation called &odd
Dyspepsia Our, whisk abselasty di-
gods whey's, eat As it is the nip
ellnathellise if all the natural diva-
sob Mrs devised the demand for Is has
beam Isineas Is hes sever fatted
is we. lbe Ay wail sale et indign-
gen sat at kr HOsetadalr." 'Vap-
ory, se nesse me-but de you not'
think yes may trust blis to severs It
as keg as yes live hi ter The nmeark
was so asoms that mimspisamse
parted and tranquillity tans.
• particular Provideoce Is as cartels
es a resesi PrerdOsites. It did met
list home as that armed naiad a
111111paelln Weft Me the dbe& me erg-
gestlag to the engineer the teaseling
it the Theses. It did sot Piet Mimeo
se that • erases web strew hem tree
to Woe sagowesd the seependes bridge
to as Mt eighator. Nsiblag just
happened as le year lite or mine. It Is
set an astecrat at the bead of the unt-
wens but • Father.
pa 
moo *ram seas& mei
erth oweswele. water ten Ma Ma.
Ondllase bets home will • dew owe vast
TA Om et bee ere tea
liatottag Sim welpiewe sisit to Wes Impating
De my of, us fully realise the feet
that God gives us three dims in un-
lindterliegtlY. MMush me formula it
jeerer that I ever bend recognises
then-leatsr, air *4 sunnille7 Water
Iry.the rivaled Water by the baker&
Witter by the oceanful. Bose for all-
some for slaking of thirst, some
tor taptleary. some for fountains and
aquarteare. I sever appreciated what
a MBeederful thlag water is until last
seeimer I steed by the fountains be-
fieraland mean& the emperor's palace
at Peterhof. Resale.
I bare been familiar with this woe-
beaul dement of nature from child-
hood, having been born on the banks of
the beautiful Ratites and as a bare-
footed boy dabbled in the brook near
My tepees house. But I never real-
ised mai last summer what water
could do in play, or in strange caprice,
or beautification. or when climbing the
ladder of the Ilea, or when skillful
werhusen took held of tt to toss It or
whirl It, or shape it into crowns, or
betel It late edemas, or spring it Into
&relies, or lift It lath stars, or turn it
tate ereseeots, or build It into temples.
You forget you ever saw the less glori-
ous waters at Chatsworth. England, or
Versailles, France. as YOU wind In the
balcony of the palace overlooking the
Finland gulf, bewildered and trans-
ported as you look at the one display
lied the Golden Stairway fountain.
water rolls dews over 24 steps
high and 20 feet long. All of these
16 steps are covered with sheets of
baraielsed gold. Sliver step of the ws
d  as slse et poidl What • glee it
liquids!I.Ibsg.Mahn& foaming,
ansteirg spimiersi Oboes if Seel
Petry if waters: Dezdiegf it Ise-
nate. But that which most *preened
me there and elsewhere Is the abas-
hes* of water, the fact that there are
as assay *tees that the siadoeste
dad to threw them sway he. the
ass. Iinieses and Oblea. °mobs and
Amass% Rhine, and Daeobes and
Nolgas. me se abundant that the eartb
as steed to have Its mean evaporate
bete the Iteavess, hiletUterraneen, and
Attlee*, sad Pacific& Hew rich the
serif is With waters! Best beverage of
via. manse tar attar the richest bos-
siest with the richest beverages every
one wants at least a alp of it-water,
cool water. God descended water!
Tree the Loyd.
WI111 WU sere ensnare is the air
dliblieNtri An earth fell if it; a sky
full of it. Swiftest and strongest eagle
soma Ay se high as sot to have it In
the merit or under the wing. And
what affluence of sunlight! No one but
the faint= God could dispense so much
of It. Tbe golden candlestick set on
the blue mantel of the heavens! So
greet that the Almighty le compared
to it, the psalmist crying out, The
Lord God is a sun!" it is high time
that we meads, in our liturgies and
I. our Ihreaulas of prayer the three
most ableidaet blessings of the uni-
verse which some to all.
Now, 13 It sot time that we all began
more thoroughly to trust the Lord? We
treat him with our souls; why not tract
Mai with our bodies? We trust him
with our spiritual interests; why not
trade him with ear temporal interests?
Job Couldn't Have Stood It
If he'd had Itching Piles'. They're
iseribly annoying; but Bucklen's Arnica
Bain will ours the worst thee of piles
on earth. IS ham mired thousands. For
injosisa, pains, or bodily @tuitions
the Wee salve in the world. Psi°. 96c a
box. Our. guaranteed. Sold by An.
Ms.." Is alw.P F*00 *Ow "Oft seem a Fowler, j. a 000k, L L.
0. EYIY,
•
We believe what is saki te MI by as orii
dinarily honest man. could not anger
you wo ninth or make your cheeks so
hurn with Indignation ag to doubt your
trtitlifitinews. anti how tin you suppose
the 1/ird of heaven and earth feels
when you doubt tins as he declares bi
the text. -Say ye to the righteous that
it shell be well with lihar' Such a
promise as that ought to calm your
pulses and irradiate your countenance
and halo all the future with rapture
for, after all. it makes but little differ
once what becomes of se here if we
come out at the right place, amid the
right surroundings and In the right
companionbtilp What are the 20 or FI
or 80 years of terrestrial stay mow..






only the A B C
or the simple ad-
ctioa of an infinite
and are practicing the
of an eternal harmony.
meet Important question that
Man ever asks la, 'What will be
destiny r "Whither am I bound?"
"'Where shall I landr "What is the
terminus of this short journeyr Now.
child of God, do not worry about that.
It shall be well with you In your next
state of existence. We know but little
about heaven. There is but little con-
cerning it in the Bible, and that is es
the lest few pages ant is mostly In-
naive. Do you know the reason why'
I suppose it is because if we know the
full attractivethes of that place we
would be ungifted for our duties here.
We would feel that we were standing
In the vestibule of • great Luxemburg
and would want to go right In and see
ille glories: or standing in the portico
of tempts sad would want to get in-
side among the worshipers. be we
ass allowed to hear 'sly see bar of the
mode and to me me fold of Its up-
holstery and esteb ems glimpse of Its
tower*. 1 ma hats sidy roo111
draft of your salostial rialdiesa,but
I aim mothorltativoly Nato that thi
world to width ye esstimd is $
Mg wend. • WORM wend. a Mises
wsrit a joyful went 1* (OMNI wet%
and a world In touch with ether weeds.
the eons if our chief life
we are to begin when w
significant planet, in







It Shall Se Will.
Some scientists are sow dbrosolog
the opening of communication beveles
our earth and the planet Mars. le-
pariments are being made, but they
will not succeed. We cannot build a
fire large enough to attract the atten-
Uon of that world, or lift a lens power-
ful enough to see any response later-
stellar. We do not positively know
that that world Is occueled by Hying
beings, or that, If It is occupied. time
Munication with them would be dear-
shift It might not be so good a world
as this, and thus communication with
it would be debasing. But I rejoice is
know that heaven la in touch with
other worlds for their improvemeot,
and a depot for glorious arrivals. It
is a thoroughfare Mtwara this world
and that world, and a coming and go-
ing perpetual.
Going out of this world is as easel
as cowls' Into M. but the *se Is with
pang, and the ether is with rapture, if
we are fitted for the uplifting peucess.
It shall be well with you. Now, de not
get so frightened about Gist asthma or
that cough or that influenza or that
threatened pneumonia. The worst
thing that fatal disease can do is to
usher you into coronation and en-
thronement It shall be well with you.
Take as good sere of your health as
you can, have the best *came yea can
employ, observe all sanitary laws, keep
in this wield as thug as you ire per-
mitted to stay, and then when the
heavenly call COIDOO be glad to go. I
do not care much about what your
"last words" are going to be. People
put too much emphasis on 'last verde."
I would rather know what your weeds
are now, in days of health and with
mental faculties in full play-your
words of ktudness, your words of sym-
pathy, your words of belpfulnem, rem'
words of prayer. Ile live that If yes
say not a weed dues( the last day of
your life there will be no doubt here
about tbe place of year destination.
Yea will go right Into thistly, prophet-
*, evangelistic, apostolic, cherubic,
serapble, archangelle, deltic pretence.
It shall be well with you.
Mother, you will go right up late the
possession of the babe that the scarlet
fever or croup took out of your arms, a
sorrow that still Wage you, and you
ates say she would new be se many
yens old If she bad lived. You will go
late the presence of the old folks. for I
hope you are of Christian ancestry, and
you will And that they have so dim-
s* if sight or halting gait that re-
quires a staff, for they have takes a
draft from the fountain it perpetual
youth that springs from under the
three* of God.
Oh, the blissful companionship of
heaves in which you shall enter! It
shall be well with you. 1 ring this beg
of emancipation and triumph. I like
Lb. way the sexton rings the bell of
the old country meeting house. I used
to 'Lima and admire him pulling the
rope of that bell. He rings it a good
while, so that every farmhouse within
five miles bears it He may halt a mo-
ment to take breath and give the sweet
sounds time to stir up all the echoes of
the bills. And when be is old and not
strong enough to pull the rope any
more then be sits and listens while his
son rings the church bell. So my text
seems a bell of Invitation and victory.
I began to ring it in the opening of this
discourse. I hope to ring it as long as
1 live, and may those who come after
ns keep on ringing It till those farthest
oe from God shall come into the great
temple of gospel comfort and all the
weary put down their burdens at its al-
tar and find that peace which the world
can neither give nor take away. Three
times more I ring It: It shall be well!
It Phan be well! It shall be well!
ii)ssrrisia.155l.er thee Itleasch.5. r.i
0 0
Dyspepsia Cure
Digests what you eat.
itt artificially digests the food and gide
Nature in strengthening and roar
Meeting the exhattat digsstivli or-
gans. Moth* Waft diemosoddIsosh•
ant and tonic- No elm preps:WM
eau approach it is sestsfsty. It la
it*utLy relieves and pewegently cures
petals. Indigestion, Heartburn,
loon. Sour Stomach, Naall
lisadaeln, Gsstralgis crampsholl
all other results of imperfect digosiba.
Pitesem. spilt LAM Mob 0080211111.261B:
Mall elm =oh allailont 'OW%
Peeper* by t- G. OeWITT &CO. Cams





Cincinnati and Louisville to
HOT ISPRINGS
.Arkansas, Via Mem is
Through sleagmiss • Min
now be secured
ville via L 00 interns Osa is
via Memphis on its New Orleans Lints
leaving Cincinnati daily at 030• p. m.. LOU
iorille at 0:40 p. m. reaching Hot Springs at
CA the next afternoon. It carries Pullman
aleeping car And tree reclining abaft oar
Cincinnati to Memphis and sleeping ear
and ooash L'aighle to !Lot allwiaph
Through resort ationsciamansu sad Lou-
isville to kite alprinas son also be mented
on the "Special," leaving etuctu nen 5:16 •
stand Louisville lf :01 p. m. daily, arriving
at Hot Springs II:60 the hest morning.
dleeplug car from Cincinnati, also coach
from Louisville to Memphis. Sleeping car
Memphis to Hot Springs.
Dias, Car Service Ea reels
A spectra waive/ this new morel% as well
as full eartieuiaraootherning the above ean
Si had of %maggot Ste Hunts central as
oonnectiag tines.
W. A.. al LLOYD, AG. P.A ,Loetaviii
A. H. HANSON. G. P. A- Chicago.
3.4••••Ale6 •••••••••••••••••••• vow." Nen"
YCAO NuP ATEN
yes invest or =prove;
CAVEAT 'tt*St.*APk, COPYMMITeritra
raottCriou. seed model, sketeh,erphoto.
for free mamisatios sad advice.
1001 01 PATE1T:CM:11V
0.A.ZN0WA 00.
PoSene lawns W*$Nl*STQPl D.O.
•
LOOC OUT FOC THEM.
Reports from ILentecky olio • a to
the effect that She 'Sate 's beteg fi oded
with raised al MIN,. In Lorsherille neer-
ly all tha banks have has 
swindled by
the !misfile of a $1 silver thrill:loath
 to a
$6. The work is ex.nollently dont and
even deosires expert-.
.05 rue say I have used-Zip's Orem
Baits for catarrh and efts thoroughly
reemiesisd it for what It olaists.-Very
;truly, (Rev)EI W Hathaway, Elisabeth-
town, N. J.
I tried Cly'l ()Team Balm and to all
appearances am oared of catarrh The
Mathis beedeohes from which I long
suffered are gone.-W. J iiitoboetik
late Major U. 8- Vol. and A. A. eent„
Buffalo, N. Y.
The Balm does net writhes Or come
eaasiditig. Sold by druggists at 600 or
mailed ho Sly Brothers' 56 Werren St ,
N. Y.4
CASTOR IA
For !auto osi4 Whoa.




Otsh 411 Garesei Wild Goose Lint-
meal sans rheas** and neuralgia.
MMUS TIN SPOT. Al druggists
w. e. wines*. T. S. Infleffe.
%infree & Knight,
Real Nistatik
The small it the rem whoa _papa
WW1 lo real sales is of bosh MI
we aerie See who wass1 lo boy wiii
Oismoomb Sim ammo.
Ws bore atoolion1 
O 
43:aulez
dialog P Masse Ned will 
snoop psi lato ear baud, Ms of
ear" sad utU
0110001111118 seersysem to PM-
my without OM is thes. Otme to is
es if you wane to sal. It costs you noth-
ing it yea fail.
176 sores of Med with improvements
4 miles from illogkiesville an Macuotio-
• rood. Cheap, 511160
• Mantas! Memel two seery brick
residency; 8 room; hail and bash room
with bash fixtures sad all mown oat-
*lateness ; everything new said in ex
oelleaS repair; bone piped for WM%
and gas, and wired ter eleotricity; geed
:altar, Oiatialt, dean aled all other
necessary outbuildings otos shade trees.
this property will he sold at a bargain
We have the following Florida lauds
that we will soli as low price or ex-
ohange for farming had In this swam :
eel sores Is Pee mesaty, 110 Ems I.
Pasco comfy, 100 sores Is Hernando
county and 100 sone in Hillsboro coun-
ty. One of the above teases Is heavily
timbered with the ALLIS yellow pins,
end another Is heavily shafted with
Os Me Ma which they make napes.
ohle. Pee farther descriptor', see., see
mt.
Oft of Oho mist Mire* hese is
slzst tor Issardbag bow morallyu
. eitanoins to budauss and do-
pe*, watts me Kure at Mats Si.
Good farm of 160 WOG. 8 miles from
BaDDOLASOWIL Ky. Good hone 3
rooms, moons house, good well, large
tobacco bout geed frame stable SIM
feet 40 sores in fine amber, good level
land and a Mar** farm convenient
to schools and aerobes and on good
Toed.
Nies cottage an 00111% of Brown and
Broad Matises, 7 rooms, good °ensili-
ng., cistern. so. Oheap and on rep
sosahle own*
Sion is goods. stare home end red-
eem' fee sele as good sown on L. N.
a. B. lizst-dass poring besinsm, nice
toossem. gout itegblatboad. abirabss
aid schools esaveloOsek redisise g
to as, wage works and modern he-
ormossuals. Wei awes of nine grossed
with eishissme good reason for milling
gasmen II re01011, stable. maws*
%MSS 664 all nriceisawy eatbsildlage.
good Minn ssid erebesd. Two aerosol
tend edjeleng Soak IsMany (Wiest
cam. Will sal the plan at low prior
and co say terms.
Elegant two story mildews on oar-
8113e feet en Meet by 180 fees
on a 144 and Meets, home
so alley, house his yeses and all nee
emery treediaildings, Wes seam tress,
Ins orient and gore erne.
Well improved suburban plan with
16 sores of ground. beset roost good
mem, stab* poultry Meas,
muse, milk boast 'he, evellYt=rgist
good repair. Oeseriele est of farsiag
implements go with the place.
Good team IS earn. on Neabvilk
road, 7 miles from Hopkinevtlle and 3
miles hone Peashreitn wed eles-Seele7
brisk dwelling, 6 now. good well,
large new bast dab* and granary.
rats feria will he meld all a low peas
sad on easy Sanaa
Large two-okle7 Mese and two acres
of gamed trusting on Ins Neese and
ruining book to the river.
135 sores of hanilt miles from town
near Prineelso teed, dwelling, two to-
bs000 barns sad stars oat buildings
price $5 per sera
Good reddens on corner of Main and
lee lane& fesolag SO fees on Main by
300 feel deep. Howe hie six rooms,
coed detena, dab% and necessary out-
bailiffs.. Few sale.
The lebseleeye' MID peeperty. 'gibes"
tug a burr mill for grinding both corn
and wheat, two good residences, two
*term sad all neessaary 
tet.iand $0 acres of land, sinned ttiltaitiC
River, on a line between Oki** and
TT1/1i tolint.ell. war Pe Das, Ky. This
property will be wed at a low price and
on reesosable terse.
86 acres of fine Lend jeme onside toll-
gate on Palinyrs road. .66 per sore.
$ traces of land sear Bennettesown,
about BOO aer Will be converted into
3 or 11 treas. Soldon any terms.
• site Gangs on ith Bt.. four rooms
and kiethen, porch, good out-houses and
*dem prim INO.
Two good reddens, lose on Main St
in 1Hopkinsrille, well loosed. The
vacant lots on Weenie of ILLS Bt,
ter sale M a low pries
Slogan lot 801300 ft. em Jesup !ave-
nue. Good hosts with 4 large rooms,
porches, cistern outbuildings, shade
and front tress. Prtoolgi,100.
An elegant farm of 115 three it land,
on good public road, in one of the hest
neighborhoods in South Christian, eon-
ethicist to poelogdoe, sehools and
obarehm, in a bigb mato of caltivithion,
good derelling 5 rooms and hall, one
langeleilineco ban, good stables and
ner haloes. 11 new sables, smoke house,
be bone, be Mese, new wire
laws, nice young erchind, grapes, rasp-
berries and strawbeeries, plenty of wa-
ter, very desirable, will be sold cheap
and on easy arms.
Sans beautiful vacant lees on Walnut
Meat
400 saes of desirable Sanas( land in
Mssa11 miles !rots Howell, Ky.
county. Tenn.. heavily
hlos $11 00 per nee.
Mae farm of 31s5 sores hi. neighbor-
hood 01 ROW•11, Ky., at apes bargain.
166 Pine of land near Clerfenino
pike, I silos from !topknot/1e. $40
per acre. Very deal:sable.
Very desirable suborns residencs.
house two Nodes, 3 rooms, new and in
good repeat. aboth 7 sorsa of land,
crusade she city imam on one of the
three
• ntoe reeldenoe at Oasky, Ky. Loo
of 10 sores, six room esteems and tw,
room °Moe is yard ;good servants house,
large good tie boast large sable and
carriage boom and all necessary out
building.; *Woad shade and frail
woes, never failing well, good cistern;
convenient to depot, school and chards;
5 miles from Hopkinsville with good
pike nearly the whole distance. Splen-
did location for a donee.
A ewe story anew On South Oamp-
bill lot oostee% feetalvo bed rooms,
sitting rocm, dining root., kitchen, look
room and four porches, On first floor;
tour bed room., two lumber rooms and
a pawing rooin• on second foot' also
splendid dry oó'llar 18:14 feet with brick
walls slid door, good oistern,coal house,
meat house, kindling house and servant
house. TERM8-01th third cosh, bel-
anoe in four equal annual Payments,
6 per oent interest on deferred pay.
month.
An elegant farm of 150 sores on 001
Kill Road 4 intim trots Hopkinsville ,
will improved, good dwelling. 8 looms,
stables, granary, oorn and all necessary
out 110011411; first dm land in fine con-
dition
Valuable store room on Main AIM
One of the beel Man* lostadoess la the
etry
/NMI•04' '
" AggfitlUit NEW PARIS , 5
no, me lsOYI BUST, STRAIGHT FROST fliONG 11lP.
STYbES 350. >>2. 440441-44 *447.
nm SALE AT ALL !JADING RETAILERS 1161. set ac
e 1.1140
QU I ET TIME




lodge Garnett flay Run
• For Congress
Brief Session and Little of pendricks' Denial-Repub
Interest Done.- ,.'licans Disrupted In
Reports.
From astesday's daily,
Thosily fathers had a very geld
sessetest last night. Oensollnien Wes,
Pets oat Salmon wore slims.
Ilk sisal epee of She Oramrsr,
deist it petals sad oily jades wee Mod
sad sesend sad monthly s000sses
Wen Mewed.
OFFICIAL.' RIPORTIL
The reports se Chief of Pollee MIN-
ewe and Mr Judge Campbell shoW the
following facts:
Nesbit of January arrests, N.
Amount of lees mewed 111
Cash collected in floes  116.11
Worked oat In work house  $6600
Outstanding fines NI 40
The following Senn are from Oily
Treasurer Edniundre report:
onsiothi. IMMO.
Balance on Jan 1   8 364 43
Ramp= for month -..........1,4.140 
•
Total.  186 177 lit
()abatements for month $1 The 111
Masan on bred   LIM 71
Total .... ..... 56 777 SI
sat001. WWI*
Banns Jan. I   ... 510,841.14
IMMO*   . 11311 10
Total   .11,169 80
Dleheessommiss for sossk.  5 43 111
Bohm* oa bond  11,186 11
- -
Total    $11,110 IS
SASS ACCOVII2.
BaL to credit of sobeel fued...$11.1“ IT
Bal. to cents of geeing rand. 1.11131
In bask   $16,114.811
B. K. Arnold & 0o. were given
license to open a saloon al Pool & Do-
ris' old stand on West Seventh street.
The Dante Central raiircad asked
that special pollee powers be gives to
theft Nation formes, which was
era Med.
11008 DOVE.
The Council deseisitned to put wets
plugs es several of She Worts needing
ease. Simnel saxes as re'uteleil and
lines rootlet/CI, after whin meson ad-
journed.
Like bad dollars, all coonterferim of
DeWiWs Wdob Elas.4 Salve are worst).
Ira. The edema quickly cures Wes,
eons end all a n dee* s. R. C. Hard-
wick.
AFTER MIT WIESS
Lit& Dassider of Kr. sol Mrs. A. 3
Cm Passes Away.
rrosa
Alberta, the lovely little daughter of
and Mrs. A. 8 Oca, died talk
um of infissintation ef the yeoman
see as Weise of lees than a week.
was only two year. old The
sympathy of the .00mmmnity goes ou
So She parties in tbelr great bore*
meet.
WO 'I' Cs NIL .411.•
Seen the DA Mt Om Moe Alm ROI
ligsvesi•
144
GOY. TAYLOR ON MARCH 6.
Massager Holland has resolved a cons
muniostion from De Long Rios mana-
ger of Gov Rote L. Taylor's tour, stat-
ing that She great lecturer will appeati
hose utihoni fail Horeb 6
A powerfal miens cannot be run
with a weak boiler, and we can't keep
up the strain dais active life with a
weak stomach; neither oao we stop the
human eagles to make repairs. If the
stomach mama digest enough food to
keep the body strong, ea& &preparation
as Kodol Dyspepsia mire should used 111
digests what you eat and it simply can't
help but do you good. R. 0. Hardwick,
TOBACCO NOTES.
Information from Washington is to
the effect that the Mx on tobacco
be redacted to nine 0•11111 a pound.
There is no doubt that the fanners
are =skies arrangements to put out •
good crop of tobacco the meninx math*
In the dark distriota. As early as it let
there at, many plant beds burned and
meded. So far this mcinth the ground
has been in splendid condition for pre-
pariag fee seeding. The good and est-
ideology prices obtained for tobs000 the
pail season has been an incentive to the
preparation for a 'arse orop.-Lonisvilia
We'd.
Reports show a pestly Wormed
death rate from threei and lung trou-
bles, due so the precast* of croup,
pneniiionia and grippe. We advise the
en of One Minute Clough Oare in all of
these difficulties. Is is Wee* bare-
lee remedy that gives immeediele re-
sults Children like it. R. 0. R4..
aid.
DO YOilli FLIT ACIII.ANDallillUIT
Shake. Into your 'hoes Allen's Foot-
Rae', a powder for the feet. It cases
the feet and ashes tight or New filmes
feel Easy. OWN Corns, Bunions, Swol-
len, Smarting, Mark Oalious, Sore and
Sweating Nee& Ulm's, Foot-Ere re-
lieves all pain and giVO1 reel and oom •
tort We have over 10,000 seettmonials
It cures while you walk. Try it TODAY
All druggists and shoe stone sell It No,
gample sent hoe, Adams AWN •




• James °smite sod his wife,
rigs county,. ere as the Willard
e Garnet& Is solicited to make the
taIresap es is as Pus ollisrloo
yew III sbenesoormis ticket, say.
_l Ltelffille Peet. 21 an* or
.. *. bat as, ropiest*/ 151 &WM
, es tits days of Kew, Sunset la dis
1117
tills* Republicans hays already bad
Word in their ranks in Caldwell then-
1
liliad the trouble promises to be more
limit to settle as thae progreetee. It
t. !some§ strint on account of a desire
5; Ithe part of the machine to hold a
klesty convention instead of a primary
Arita* the wish's of the rural *lessees
$ite 00111Mitt, II will undertake an ed-.
lapment of 1 (airs on Feb. 0, /trims
from are bob., made to get weal.
bostuese man F. ran for oongty of-
4.,., uu the Republican stokes, bat as
mat DO Iblih ClitudidaSal have 1112000137 Id
,., •
Mallet
kakis IC Hendrick, former con
Mesa from the First district en
as antra* the widely -ofroulateti
pants thee be would sake a fight on
• Deinneratio nominees Is I./visions
nty, because tbe Lauda.= !metes
gather in the recent primary
*here is a lively scramble for Peden))
oes provided for in She bill dividing
numb into two judicial 4:Seidel'.
rair Gov Bradley can have the
nap for the asking.
1-1
my. Jot n T. Franks who ho'da a po
n is the internal review 001011 Is
enstoro under his brother, OollsoSer
T. Franks, has annossood his sand,-
dacy for she Republic** nommation tot
abort" of Ord e idea county, whisk le
1
 'hie borne &Dab ST
. The Louisville Demowatic primary
hall. jest teen Celled for Saturday, April
and aite+dy Stare ego lily-styes eae-
didates in the SM, and the probated%)
Is that many more will soon stmeessee.
legardleis of the fact that Taylor car-
ried the county ear before lam by a
mil witty cf en, sad leek's at yeee
by WO, she D.inosseas ass eseildent of
meowing a decease victory. The as
%Serenity, raoe is that ftw smithy Work.
Shard( John H. seems seri Assam,
Robs. D. Gresham we gen111111-Sis for
the Dinneen nomineeleitI Woe
oleic Frank A. Perennu felelhysillesa
candidate, who was dean seven eon-
digestive times by the Denecersts.
When threatened by pothumesie or
lag other long trouble, romps sabot is
thoessary, as it is thermos WI delay.
We mid suggest ft= Oste Minato
Omagh Cure be taken se sees as ladies-
Siam of baring taken cold are natio,. It
diaree quickly and its early the preveot
denim motion.
BOTH KILLED
Double Tragedy Friday at
Madisonville.
m••••••••••
Officer mad Drunken Man
Fired their Revolvers
Simultaneously,
Polio. Officer J 0 illaton was she.
at MadisonviDe Friday afternoon st 4
i'olook and insiantly killed by Ors lar-
gos-in Fergurion as the same time re-
ceived his death wooed.
WAS 'MINIUM
Ferguson was drildring considerably
and wee warned by Moron te fiat of the
tree.., end sos thine as e disavow,
Policemen Siatoo arid gadoe stsempeid
a *mos Fr-regain, who yard be Wee
as be "IIId, •tid drawinn 5 Otto
Wiz he ad b=latou fired simelt-oe s -
e
lamination showed that Sims was
sboi through the heart, sad Ferguson
este shot through the abdomen, hid*,
until 6:10 o'ciook.
Femme resided at Markin'. Gap
'ad wes eeneidered rock'ess while
drink log.
DIA711 Pei owns.
glean ben s good repolidlos sari
Wei • tetra le PIO-deers.
11«neese of ids enlirl',e vignettee as
fearl.e-ness bit death has awn Men
predieeed.
What's Your Face Worth?
samdaise a fortune, bus seem. If
fell have a sallow complexion, a jean
diced look, moth patches and blotches
es the skin,-all sign of Liver Trout Is.
Ball Dr. King's New Lit. Pills give
clear skis, rosy cheeks. kb respects'
Only 16 Gents as Anders°, & Power's












the foal end the
The blood h smatmlaidsliza
thewagh ths pensit h
to .11 pets ad the spume
=reeds the east el
Sans, wanes aed in untie&
set innemt
It alsomme the LI=
poisos nod eillsanetasbeim
sabsidisi siendems. mad Atm

















V you he. Chu* dostihdtli
alcr&ta.
oar book on .4.sal
mei write wargigelda0 obi* rent NM
In ran &am sassorea
Persists ertme:ollaie* eMillealft
pint fit d it a pleannit Nag Diviiiirg
1.1011* Early nem Itior OW the WO




KS MOW 41. IL &vit. of Pilikines
has aasseted SfeISINIMIIX21)
Dasssawalis nowheillha Ni
tare Iris Oehlwdl am.
• Oleasma•-•••••
hereon, Mardi Ores the IIits* 1.
.tt
Mal B. ft Mil *11 peal Mr
low Orients on Feb Wth ell ,11111*.e"




FACTORY LOADED SHOTGUN SNEUII
"Now Rival , "Loader," mad "Repealler"
WSW% bowleg %ow, tee as abase sea you wul mt al lissithsib ast essay ase kg, I
AU. DIALERS KELP THUS.
• ...... -• • •••  • - -mr-•  • WI/
This COSTS YOU NO 1
0101111111111141111.11"-.% er. .stE er• 414N
-dor
_411% INN 411IrS ASK _
et. Al\ omb Asse.,..11111% seri, 2.4








The Eclipse Egg Carrier
Provides the Safest and Most Convenient Mode of Trans-
porting Eggs to tht Local M irket.
Ills Strong and Durable
With Metal Drop Handles and Patent Folding Finer ea&






leery new subscriber to the WIMILLZ XX.
NIC W IRA who me Ose Dense fere platossiim• •
soription in advance will be resusessitvallis
EGG CARRIER RI -OF CRUM
All Old Subscribers min seam tiss &ape igg Q00040 the
payment of all arrearage and adveweiag the anbooription sae
Take advantage of ibis ease AT ONO! am k sty Im











and the coffee pot the flavor may be changed, the
quality spoiled by carelessness, inexperience, or un-
scripulous methods. From the time Arbuckles' Coffee
leaves the hands of the grower until it reaches the user in a
a sealed packet, it is handled with the same watchful care, 
•
the same thought for cleanliness, that you would give any
article of food that goes on your table. That's the reason
it costs the grocer a cent a pound more than its cheap




buys much more than a cent's worth of quality and
strength. A pound of Arbuckles' Coffee will give you
more cupfuls of better coffee than you
would get from other package coffees.
Be sure you get Arbuckles' Roasted Coffee. Other
package code's are but imitations of Arbockles'.
list 
etaxeseiser livetreroszireareeeitielfhlitcohaszd Err Lard is
e port of some article to be eelic*ed by
1r soigs.l oaly So the eouditlo. that the
she packsls 0 Se e sot set and returned to our folios
ARBUCICLE BROS.
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Li Idleassa, Says Rev. Dr.
Image.
RUIN. Mare Equally Div-
ided Than Is Generally
Understood.
•••••••••••••111,
te•sarallingle Fen. 3, - Teem is •
petal abet la this discoseee of Dr.
ztea011010.: teat. Isaiah 111. 10.lie Ilmt righleass that it shall be
est those vase IIves have
weabblr1011"
Ina to a Maw fee peep* who 
are
as remiIIIIPINIIMPS4Aria •811 get 
ft?
Rea W. or mbar. how few
 people
IS pea &mew who are all right? if it
wig* embed if any astembly that these
Mee WINO sinleas should rise up, mese
wept/ rise except Imbeciles and re
b-
oil .As accident happ
ened
mat 1111114iiiiteries ago that started t
he
. wrong Imo. ad we
Wee It We know a groat
they






mew any if your 
could




Li "1 lisa. II •
=lb prosine sPhsillthil
"Sep ye to the 
it stall
Mime with am."
ft to MI „dellgh11111 wet to
day to
dos IriZta::: am and ameb-
ae's, mar salleolisisto




bat de Me alga thing. Over hereto
IOW sant sepia was a man who to great
111111bitames lest all he NM and was
beggared, but a letter comes
49Ompsein Illy, where the
Re apt, assouncing to
ternime Is his New





leM Tea; all right this




a MEM 'brides took
seseast amps* if his disease sad by
prompt sad Thliggipp Issatasest vector-
ed kini to his UMW itgor. As to his
beolth jie was all wrong before. Now
ate he all right In them two ways I
Ilissallig mg lama
▪ Infilifire Sateen morally beak-
mesa Clain the Lord from his Id-
aho dean pays ear debts and samara-
nies us to his esesell- rtisn 11411 den-
tist weribrea hoNM es ea the dean
maif as slibteemasse and gives us





and take h. Now. as
wit are all right.
but Midst
4.a bath Is the fem-
ale ell mum. cures es-
se els.
Pow as to serbspiettual boa/th we
itee if let. That is the way we cisme
se Os salmi et is the
esattlisesd riglitesessess.
rediesiamess. sit lesaind
The mement yes get




you in all this great
the first verse if the
it Grans to theism






is eftsdne n at
I shall be swamped with




that bet few people can
oversee. Water is a geed
ese nabif It wiD drown.
tbieg.but to. mash if It
Liss good tides
ob5ge and bade.
le but too sm.
nay ter dile
if it irwe best
world all be millionaires,
like the Alhambra and
• attractive as Mega-
Is Anew. But tbe most
smailbiallib Mgr-
and it Is abssiblely swee-
ts keep MIS flila that
if Lae should dad his, a
It lame them out if mar
Ades was ejected teem
where by ten tallialeif
A Mars fite
Yellelleseris ellegr, It lamb is Asa a
lie MI Irela h belies the psie
which ie towing at the nerves. Dui the
sae War we rot is the laugh. ?tele
P .1 ru a eft re :tkI:stel rig u fin I hr 11 le iel Theres i y 
'week 
e 
oft gin. Mai sionsalgek a-
wed to • oda el each 4111111resch
. livita mbees mouths of sub yew we
adbring. It Imam* dawn.
It robs thannest tonal
..s Fareorite Prue',.' =
ihmily joy.. Ole there be
Ow snob women who fail to
pry
=amid thousands of stub
aul""aall".1416aatd4711811417;It has 
dyed mins_ghes it nir sad NONE Oki.
Mr MVO, As* R's almost sum to cure.




bad amid sot est
less rewrite Presetimiss
Disemery' eared maw
Few. Dr. Pieree's Commee ism
Mead Raiser is sent free is reesipt of
=Is pay expense 
of mslllng gay.
enema game far
Melt Stip mow kW cloth





TM Kind Yon Ewa Allows lessight, a
nd whish has beim
Is ego for over 90 yearns him bor-.m 
the signature of
and DOS 10,•as mad• under Ids per-
*moil orderldelon since Its infancy.
Allows, ono to decade* you in this.
All CounterfoMs, beitationa and 
"Just-as-good" are but
Iligheriateats that Was with and 
sadringer the health of
What* sad Chiblirso-11xpocioncs 
against Ighleorimolles
What is CASTOR IA
Onsherin is a harealems substitute 
fbr Castor Oil, Pare-
goric,. Drops and Soothing! Syrups. 
It is Pheasant. It
mintidias neither Opium, Morphin
e moo other Narcotic
substance. Its age is its igneranteo.
 It destroys Worms
and Wheys Fewsrldicases. ft c
ures Diarrhea and Wind
Colic. It reilieleM Tattling Tremb
les, cures Constipation
and Pla$Millebily. It IMIli
alabeati the Food, regulates 
the
Stomach sad asirsies inning h
ealthy and natural sheep
The Chilichrent's Dis
ehnes Friend.
miming CASTOR IA. AlAVAYS
The KW You Rare Always Bought
In For Over 30 Years.
4411•44. see "NS 11144
employmest a lay be eogif keep as
imam and draw it the boag ta
t
MOM beepea to him was 
cesepables
le weft and lot. The ground th
at
bloomed with spontaneous flowers and
rustled with harvests that owed meth-
log to plow sr bee became hostile, and
bramble was substituted fee rem. and
the panther growled where before he
fawned, end been and toll( and hoof
became bellipirest. The bass* 
et shows es se addle dos Over
could that Mimeos or only a few min-
utes of eseplepassat a day are ewes
eau overdue*. Put It dews amass
your biessinge limited et year mister.
tubes that yes ante, west bard with
brain or hand or feet ee an three if
them.
cheeses Slit.. tat. Iletwele I
Row many mos do yam aim worth
$250.000 who are &that and otassorral-
od and boob* and peewees sad em-
ploying their mesas to, the iirerid's ro-
demptios? You could meat them up
es the Gagers of your two heads emu
if by seeidest or war ne had lest is.
or two of din lagers. Late tbe realm
if personal attractiveness be* lonli7
walled radiant a sousteamee and
graceful ot teem do you Mew who are
unaffected and natural if mow Sad
deeply Mess before God, mew their
beauty ter the betterment if the world
and net for dab purpose I only
take the risk et siding the 'mode*
and loam to you no risk an allmeuriag
It. Thine things I my to Mew yea
dist is seder to ham the pee. if
the text fulaSed In year eae, It Is not
secteteary you have palliating world-
ly success. •‘`
Notice, alas. that God ghtlellelifeh• I
ems the pewee to teittraet Mt if
evil and by a divine to
change the bitter ineete/seltset and
the herald into 
Us ae 
The
promise that it shall be well with yeti
does net Imply that yogi are to be tree
from trouble. Tare tone escape tram
that. We all have Lenny relegates,
and some if them era be making et
from this world, as that bereavement
Is the universal laberitance. So also
Is financial less. The difference be-
tween the premiered id lase est
prospered Is the Menem in the
amount they can afford to lose. The
mire wealth a man has the more be
ma Imo. but me mem ma afford to
ism a Wane alias ware amber
man mama afford to bee is. delis,.
On larger or sesallar seal* all eater
baaadal loss. Amid the rapidity if
the revenants if the wand of nadee-
ii and Istereatiosal Mance sweeter;
perplexity Is as MMUS as day it
night
Se also alsetterpretatise and slan-
der mane to all who live active lima
Our actions. tbereughly Meese and
shorirenssrd. may cone ender see*
enn- Rae alliatreim M every terse
if mart boses Ulustratless if the dein-
ides if what is called eireumstantial
evidence. Lemma am are lased or
intriesed sr electroneed because if
an enfortneate condiments it events.
Mat is trite is segartreems is tree In
all cant et dentestie or pedal or pent-
ad or Miele* Ste Yee have boss ado-
uninalsed and miereprwiented or will
be adeunderstood or tolsrepeesested
Thee hew can my text be woe? My
explanation Is this: The was without
any divine grace is his heart dads in
ass, lesebles *Medea and 'Labelle
and asnacholia and despair. • Oafs-
ties ame lads in them Mbadesien and
enlarged new* and Melee support and
remuneration. Bereavement to the
worldling brines bard gauging if God
and a rename, se violent it dares not
fully express itself. Bereavement
brings to the Marimba the thought of
beamely manioc and a mem caplet,
laying Odd et God. and • mere tender
appreciation et the dine* preoessee,
and deeper gratitude that we were per-
mitted to have the departed one so
bag, and a more lively sympathy for
the wows if mars and another en-
deem if Goes love, for "whom the
Lord imeth he caseessa."
nosets Setter Than alehoe.
Maeda' less, which I just now said
is sure to come, never breaks up a Imo
who has strong faith in God. La most
eases It is a lose of arida or It is the
bealsiment of bungee. Meet if the
waste it the prespereus dames are ar-
tiI wants. The lwall Mr. Anwar
if the $10,41110.Sle estate pabseed to use
it his clerks is ordinary salary and
said. "Test man has better appetite
than I. sleeps better Meals and mays
leo more than I de." Oh, as (feta*
nilemito of tam who have to. maid
A semito noiemens dew expressed as
philesephie and reseasabis a wish as
any awn et these times or if gm times.
His same was Agar, and be offered •
prayer net he =Mitt never hares a
perabesdiate or a EOM prying set
"Olve me selltber poverty use debar
Oa the me Ode be had seen the swat
struggle if the pose te pet led mad
teethe. and Moiler sad to deeatio their
Mildews, and so the ether eta be had
sees the poesy feet, and the indigos-
dm. and she lemmas. and the IMMO,
about large lavestnemts, and the threat-
ad paresis sews elmoseisrielie if
those who are leaded up and leaded
down with too many mosses& Them
people who are ',sorrily called the
masses-that Is. the mat et Mks-
have the things abseleisly secossary
ter their well being. Thee have so Me-
rinos ate their wall, me a "Beithassar's
Feast" in their dining nom. mer • pair
of $2,000 sorrels at their doorway. Bit
they have soniegang which those see
peraboudantly supplied Seldom have-
they have better Malth because, being
compelled to walk, they get the neces-
sary exercise, and, their diet being lim-
ited to plain food, they do not suffer
from midnight salads and are not vic-
timized by rare caterers. They retina
for wbolesome sleep at the very hour
In aw men ober, are leaving tbelr banes
for the donee or the earl party. They
will sleep the last sleep just as well is
the plain graveyard as those who have
over them an orris of sculptured /ran-
It@ in costliest neerepolts or most hio
torleal abbey
Them are UMWa equally divided the
Rooms experiateses Mow that all
classes of food may be completely di-
gested by a preparation called Mold
Dyepunts Our. which absohnely M-
imes while you eat. As it is the only
semblemelen of all the natural digest-
ant' Veer devised (be demand for it he.
Mem. esormose. Is has never fetltd
to mire tbe vow went eases of lediges-




is generally supposed. That splendid
home is apt to have a taking eft of
segue kind. It may be au invalid wife.
or a deformed child, or an inherited
teading toward Insanity. or a diseolute
son, or a despoiled repuiation. or a
weakened heart that may halt under
the least excitement Envy no man.
Eavy no woman. Re content with
such Miami as ye have. Do not think.
in order to have it well with you,
accenting to my text, that therefore
yes must have mere than somebody
use, •r even as much as somebody
dee. The lord treats us all better than
we treat him, and If we would study
'ear blessings as much as we study our
disasters we would be more reasonable
sad tbaakfuL Is Isaiah God says that
Mead and water alma be sure, and
Ilime of us has been put on so low
a diet; but we often act as though God
had net kept him promise because we
want more %inlets., forgetful of the
fact that be wombed bread, lot cake;
water, not sparkling cordials.
The remelt se many people are mis-
erable is because they IS net lot well
emegh alma They are in ow sem-
patios sad see its &moraines and se
champ to another wictipatioa and find
as many mayasese. if sot sate They
in ens plea sad know its awes-
tenable oevireaments and move la-
te another place which has just as
Mar liesttations. Their Investments
yield them 4 per ant, sad they sell
set to make Investments that will
yield 10 per cent and lose &IL Better
seta down and stop trettiog sheet
yourself and the world.
An Mater in Cremweles time was se
worried about public affairs that he
wield net sleep. His servant. a Chris-
Ma ma, said be would Ilee the privi-
lege of asking the officer a question.
Leave being granted, the servant said.
"De yes set think that God governed
the world very well before you came
Into It?" "N. doubt of It," was the re-
ply. "And do you not think he will
govern it quite as well when you are
soft out of it?" "Certainly." "Then-
pray, sir, excuse me-but do you me
think you may trust him to govern it
as long as you live In It?" The remark
was se sensible that sleeplessaess de-
parted and tranquillity came.
A particular Providence Is as certain
as a general Providence. It did sot
jest happen se that Bread socked a
Mdpwerm boring tot o the weed, so sug-
gesting to the engineer the tunneling
of the Thames. It did not just happen
se that a spider's web strung from tree
to tree suggested the suspension bridge
to its fret orighreter. Nothing just
bappesed so is your life or mine. It is
set an autocrat at the head of the uni-
verse, but a Father.
Lime thy ho melied mei
1st asce ere tempi& amide tem Its km,
AIM eles hem Imam with a dens ewe vast
Tul sem at Imre art bee.
Leaks, mow etmeolea man ay Wm temenas
De any of us fully realise the fact
that Gal gives us tame things In un-
limited 'supply, although no formula if
prayer that I ever beard recognises
them-water, air and sunlight? Water
by the riverful. Water by the lakeful.
Whet by the ocesisfuL Some for ab-
lation, some for slaking of thirst, some
for baptistery, some for fountains and
aquariums. I never appreciated what
a wonderful thing water is until last
summer I stood by the fountains be-
fore and around the emperor's palace
at Peterhof, Russia.
I have been familiar with this won-
derful element of nature from child-
hood, having been born on the banks of
the beautiful Raritan and as a bare-
footed boy dabbled in the brook near
my father's house. But I never real-
ised until last summer what water
could do in play, or In strange caprice,
or beautification, or when climbing the
ladder of the light, or when skillful
workmen toot bold of It to toss it or
whirl it, or shape It into crowns, or
hoist It into columns, or spring it Into
emit's, or lift it into stars, or turn it
Into crescents, or bond It into temples.
You forget you ever saw the less glori-
ous waters at Chatsworth, England, or
Versailles, France. as you stand in the
hak-ony of the palace overlooking the
Finland gulf, bewUdered and trans-
ported as you look at the one display
ceded the Golden Stairway fountain.
Tbe water rolls down over 24 steps 1
bet high and 20 feet long. All of these
34 steps are covered with sheets of
banished gold. Silver step of the wa-
ter is stairs of gold! What a glee of
liquids! Bolling, dashing, foaming, en-
rapturing spisodone Chorus of floods!
Poetry of waters! Doxology of tor-
rents. But that which meet impressed
me there and elsewhere is the abun-
dance of water, the fact that there are
se many waters that the ministate can
afford to threw thorn away into the
ma. Badmen and Obles. Oregon. and
Amerman Rhinos and Dimas and
Yelps and se abundant that the earth
sae afford to have its oceans evaporate
late the timeless. Mediterrastans and
Albedo and Pudica. Hew rich the
earth Is with waters! Beet beverage of
all the Wiens. for after the richest ban-
quet with the richest beverages every
me wain,' at West a alp of it-water,
cool water, God descended water!
Trust the Lord..
Wish still more abundance Is the air
Metreeteal. An earth hill of it; a sty
full of IL Swiftest and strongest eagle
cermet ly so high as not to have it In
the notelet or under the wing. And
what •Mtrence of sunlight! No one but
the infinite God could dispense so much
if it. The golden candlestick set on
the blue mantel of the b I 80
great that the Almighty is compared
to it, the psalmist crying out, "The
Lord God Is a sun!" It is high time
that we recognise in our liturgies and
in our formulas of prayer the three
most abundant blessings of the uni-
verse which come to all.
Now, 13 It not time that we all began
more thoroughly to trust tbe Lord? We
treat him with our souls; why not truce
him with our bodies? We trust him
with our spiritual interests; why not
trust him with our temporal Interests?
Job Couldn't Have Stood It
It he'd had Ischtng Piles. They're
terribly annoying; but Bunklen's Arnica
Salve will care the worst case of piles
on earth. It has cured thousands. For
injuries, pain', or bodily mut timer ft's
the beet salve in the world Pr ioe 25c a
box. Cure guaranteed. Sold by An.
denim 419 Fowls:, J. 0. ()sok, L. L.
C. L WØ, 4,101*
4
We believe what is said to us by an o
r-
I (Huard), honest man. I could not 
anger
I you so much or make your che
eks so
!loon with indignation as to doubt 
your
elithfulnees. and bow do you *oppose
Ile. Lord of heaven mud earth feels
o heti you doubt bun he declares bi
I the text. -Say ye to the righteous that
it shell be well with him?" Such •
promise as that ought to calm you
r
and headiate your countenance
an halo all the future with rapture.
I for, after all, it makes but little diff
er
I once what become' of us here if 
we
I come out at the right place, amid 
the
right surroundings and in the 
right
eouipaulorearip What art. the 20 or 
40
or SU years of terrestrial ,t1
! with the centuries. the tull
leunpallits,
the eons of our chief litetiestro
iehich





pared with the else ifdac
eworlds?dsm?
This world is only a schoolhous
e for
heaven. We lewshere only the A B 
C
ot a higher =are or the simple 
ad-
dition and ction of an inf
inite
matheenadles and are practicing Me
eight motes of an eternal harmony.
The most important question that
say man ever asks is, "What wi
ll be
mlydersiinyr "Whither am I bound?
"_vlwe 
shall I land?" 'What is the
terminus of this short journey?' Now,
child of God, do not worry about that
It shall be well with you in your next
state of existence. We know but little
about heaven. There is but little con-
cerning It in the Bible, and that is on
the last few pages an* is mostly figu-
rative. Do you know the reason why'
I suppose It is because if we knew the
full attractiveness of that place we
would be unfitted for our duties here.
We would feel that we were standing
in the vestibule of a great Luxemburg
and would want to go right in and see
the glories; or standing in the portico
of a temple and would want to get in-
side among the worshipers. ho we
are allowed to hear only one her of the
music and to see one fold of its up-
holstery and catch one glimpse of Its
towers. I can make only a math
draft of your celestial residence, but
I can authoritatively state that the
world to which you are destined is •
big world, a brilliant world, a daises
world, a joyful world, an endless world,
and a world in touch with other worlds.
it shall B.
Some scientists are now discusehig
the opening of communication between
our earth and the planet Mars. Ex-
periments are being med.. but they
will not succeed. We cannot build a
fire large enough to attract the atten-
tion of that world, or lift a lens power-
ful enough to see any response inter-
stellar. We do not positively know
that that world Is occupied by living
beings, or that, If It is occupied, com-
munication with them would be desir-
able. It might not be so good a world
as this, and thus communication with
It would be debasing. But I rejoice to
know that heaven is in touch with
other worlds for their improvement
and a depot for glorious arrivals It
is a thoroughfare between this world
and that world, and a coming and go-
ing perpetual
Going out of this world is as natural
as coining into it, but the one Is with
pang, and the other Is with rapture, If
we are fitted for the uplifting process.
It shall be well with you. Now, do not
get so frightened about that asthma or
that cough or that influenza or that
threatened pneumonia. The worst
thing that fatal disease can do is to
usher you into coromUou and en-
thronement. It shall be well with you.
Take as good care of your health as
you can, have tbe best doctors you can
employ, observe all sanitary laws, keep
in this world as long as you ire per-
mitted to stay, and then when the
heavenly call comes be glad to go. I
do not care much about what your
"last words" are going to be. People
put too much emphasis on "last words."
I would rather know what your words
are now, in days of health and with
mental faculties in full play-your
words of kindness, your words of sym-
pathy, your words of helpfulness, your
words of prayer. Bo live that if you
say not a word during the last day of
your life there will be no doubt here
about Use place of your destination.
You will go right Into saintly, prophet-
ic, evangelistic, apostolic, ckerubic,
seraphic, archangelle, deltic presence.
It shall be well with you.
Mother, you will go right up Into the
possession of the babe that the scarlet
fever or croup took out of your areas. •
sorrow that still stings you, and you
often say she would now be so many
years old If she bad lived. You will go
into the presence of the old folks, for I
Mire you are of Christian ancestry, and
you win Ind that they have so clim-
ates of sight or halting gait that in
quires a staff, for they bave taken a
draft from the fountain of perpetual
youth that springs from under the
throne of God.
Oh, the blissful companionship of
heaven in which you shall *steel It
shall be well with you. 1 ring this bell
of emancipation and triumph. 1 Wm
the way the sexton rings the bell of
the old country meeting house. I used
to stand and admire him pulling the
rope of that bell. He rings it a good
while, so that every farmhouse within
five miles bears It. He may halt a mo-
ment to take breath and give the sweet
sounds time to stir op all the echoes of
the hills. And when he Is old and not
strong enough to pull the rope any
more then he sits and listens while his
son rings the church belt So my text
seems a bell of invitation and victory.
I began to ring it in the opening of this
discourse. I hope to ring it as loos as
I live, and may those who come after
us keep on ringing It till those farthest
off from God shall come into the great
temple of gospel comfort and all the
weary put down their burdens at Its al-
tar and find that peace which the world
can neither give nor take away. Three
times more 1 ring it: It shall be well!
It shall be well! It shall be well"
Weerrizet, ton. he LOWS Vass* 
Dyspepsia Cure
Digests what you eat.
It artificially digests the food and aids
Nature in strengthening and recon-
structing the exhausted digestive or-
gans. It Is the latest d isco vend digest-
ant and tonic. No other preparation
can approach it in efficiency. It in.
stoutly relieves and permanently cures
Dyspepels, Indigestion, Heartburn,
Flatulence, Sour Stomach, Nausea,
Sick Headache, Gastralgia Cramps and
all other results of imperfect digestion.
Priesdic. and 12. Large sift ectistaiss=e,s
small sise. Book all about dyspepsia 
ul 
PIII.Ored bye- C. WITT • CO.. Creases*





Cuicinnati and Louisville to
HOT 1SPRINGS
Arkansas, Via Memphis
Through sleeping-car resernitiotui can
now be secured from Cinchuuttl and Louis-
ville via Ins Illinois Central to Hot tinting'
•ta Memphis on its New Orleans Limited,
leaving Cincinnati daily at 6:01 p. in.. Lou
1.Vtlle at "AU p.m. reaching Hot Springs at
6:15 the next afternoon. It carries Pullman
sleeping ear ,and free reclining sour oar
Cincinnati to Memphis, and sleeping ear
and coach Mew pale MN Hot eprings.
Through reeenationsCinelnnati and Lou-
isville to Hot Spring Can also be secured
on the -Special," leaving Cincinnati 8:16 a
and Louisville 11:01 p.m. daily, arriving
at Hot esprings 1:66 the next morning.
bleeping car from Cincinnati, also coach
from Louisville to Memphis. bleeping car
Memphis to Hot riprings.
Wog Car Service Ea reels
A special folder of this new service as well
as full earticarars concerning the above can
be had et agents ot the nano is ventral act
oonneoUng
WA. I( LLOND, A. O. P.A .Lonisvili




anything you Invent or improve; also id
CAnALTIME-11Allit, COPTer Kenn
PROTECTION. geed model, sketch, or photo.
for free examination and advice.
BOOK ON PATENTS r.:."112°,127.
wsr,1"0,A,SNOW a 00.
Ma* /man WASH I NOTE , D
•
LOOK OUT FOR THEM.
Report, from Kentucky Milt a to
the effeot that the totem .s beim 
tided
with raised $5 bill.. In 
Loalsville near-
ly all the beets have been 
swindled by
the raising of tt $1 silver 
oertaioate to a
$6. Th.- work is el .olle
ntly done and
e..0 if‘04#1•611 expert'
say I briVe U•1104 Sly's Cream
f • a tarrh and can thoroughly
remeneoeud it for what it claima-Very
etooiy, Rev!il W Hathaway, Elisabeth-
. I
town, N. J.
I tried ely'4 ()ream Balm and or all
appearances am cured of catarrh The
terrible headaches from which I long
suffered are gone.-W J Hitobcoek,
late Major U. S. Vol. and A. A. Gee.,
Buffalo, N Y.
The Balm does not writhes or cause
mewing. Sold by druggists at 50o or
mailed bo Ely Brothers' 56 Warren It,
N. Y.
CASTOR IA
For Wants lid lidless.




Gish & Gainers Wild Goose Lini-
ment ones rheumatism and neuralgia.
TOUCHES Till SPOT. At druggists.
W. P. Imam", T. S. eaieav
Winfred & Knight,
Real Estate.
Th4 season of the year when people
want to buy real estate IN se hand, and
we invite those who trent so buy or sell
to morale this cabman.
We have samenent facilities for con-
declass the bodies' and will advertise
property put into our hands free of
Marge, and will furnish prospective
customers oesveyaaoe to look at prop-
erty without oast to them. Come so see
as if you want to sell, it costs you noth-
ing if you fail.
176 acres of land with improvements
4viilea irotisadfro. 11108.21"alivbeaPi Il%1114 
Os 
 0 jia411."-
• beautiful home; two story brick
residence; 8 rooms; hail and bash room
with bath fixtures and all mooern con-
veniences; everything new and in ex
(*liens repair; boom piped for water
and gas, and wired for electricity; good
seethe, cistern, stable and all other
necessary outbuildings; nioe shads trees.
this property will be sold at a 'throttle
We hays she following Florida lands
that we will sell at low prim or ex-
change for farming land in this section:
861 acres in Pasco manly, 110 acres in
Paean county, 900 acres in Hernando
county and 160 acres in Hillsboro coun-
ty. One of the above tracts is heavily
timbered with the flume yellow pine,
and another is heavily timbered with
the pine from which they make teepee-
tine. For further desorption, use., see
One of the most desirable homes in
the oily for boarding hoses; oestrally
located, convecieut to business and do--
pots, within as squeal of Main St
Good farm of 160 berm, I miles from
Bennettstown, Ky. Good house 8
rooms, tenant house, good well, three
sober= barn, good frame stable 1832/0
feet, 40 acne in floe timber, good level
land and a desirable farm opnvonient
to schools and disrobes and on good
road.
Nice cottage on corner of Brown and
Broad straw, 7 rooms, good outbuild-
ings, cistern, etc. Cheap and on rue
mashie Minns.
Stook of goods, store boom and resi-
dence for sale as good town on L & N.
it. R. First-class paying business, nice
tocatecrie good neighborhood, churches
and schools convenient, residence 8
ro ms, water works and modern im-
provements, ten scree of nine ground
with residence, good reason* for selling
Residence, 5 rooms, stable, carriage
noose aid all necessary outbuilding,
good cistern and ordsard. TwO sores of
land adjoining South Kentucky College,
$1,500. Will sell this place as low prim
and on easy terms.
Elegant two story residence on cor-
ner of 14th and Campbell streets, fronts
823 feet on Campedi street by 186 fees
to alley, home has I rooms and all ne-
oeseary outbuildings, nios shade trees,
fine garien and grgpe arbor.
Well improved suburban plater with
16 sores of ground, house 5 rooms, good
detern, stable, poultry bones,
Wane. milk house, tic., everything In
repair. °emplane set of farming
implements go with the place.
Good farm sores, on NaahveLk
road,? miles from HopkinrrUle ad 8.
miles from Pembroke, geed twoeseory
brick dwelling, 6 rooms, good Welt 11
large new barns, stables and grainary.
this farm will be sold at a Mw price
and on easy terms.
Large two-story house and two acres
of ground fronting on first street and
running back to the river.
UM acres of land 6 miles from town
near Princeton road, dwelling, two So-
Moo° barns and other out buildings
price $6 per acre.
Good residence on corner of Main and
Is; streets, fronting 00 feet on Main by
200 feet deep. Home has six rooms,
wood cistern, stable and necessary out-
buildings. /ear sale.
The Lindasys' MW property, enthral>
in, a burr mill for grinding both corn
and wheat, two god residences, two
cisterns and all necessary outbuildings
and 80 sores of land, situated on Little
River, on a line lx4ween Christian and
Trigg counties, near Pee Des, Ky. This
property will be sold at a low price and
on reasonable terms.
85 acres of fine land lust outside toll.
gale on Palmyra road. $66 per sore.
8 tracts of land near Bennettesolen,
about 900 • Will be converted into
9 or *sots. Soldonee.ayterms.
• nice cottage on 4th BC, four rooms
and kitchen, porch, good onObouses and
cistern, price WOO.
Two good residence lots on Math St.
In Hopkinsville, well located. The on-
ly vacant lots on Westoide of Main Bt.
tor sale at a low prima
Elegant lot 801200 ft. on Jesup 'ave.
nue. Good home with 4 large rooms, 1
porohes, cistern outbuildings, shade
and front trees, Primel,400.
An elegant farm of 115 acres of land,
on good public road, in one of the best
neighborhoods in South Christian, oon•
venient to poseoeloe, sehools and
churches, in a higb state of cultivation,
good dwelling 5 rooms and hall, one
large tobacco barn, good stables and
cow houses, I new cabins, smoke house,
hen house, baggy home, new wire
fence, nice young orchard, gropes, rasp-
berries and strawberries, plenty of we
very desirable, will be sold cheap
and on easy terms.
Some beautiful vacant leta on Walnut
400 acresof desirable larding Land in
Montgomery county, Tenn., heavily
timbered, 10 mile' from Howell, Ky.
?doe $600 per sore.
Flue farm of 155 acres in, neighbor-
hood of Howell, Ky., at a peal bargain.
158 acres of land near Clarksville
pike, 8 miles from Hopklarrille,
per sore. Veer deeireable.
Very desirable suburban residence,
house two stories, 8 rooms, new and In
good mirth', about 7 sores of lead, just
outside the city inias on one of the best
.tree
A Moe residence at Pesky, Ky. Loo
of 10 acres, six room cottage and Met
room officer in yard ,good servants house,
Large good toe home, large stable and
carnage home and all necessary out
buildings; splendid shade and fruit
trees, never falling well, good cistern;
convenient to depot, school and church;
6 miles from Hopkinsville with good
pike nearly the wbole distance. Splen-
did location for a doctor.
A two story cottage on South Camp-
bell St., log eoxisos feeefivo bed rooms,
sitting rocm, dining room, kitchen, lock
room and fear porches, Oh first floor -
four bed rooms', two lumber rooms and
a sawing mom• on second floor; abbe
splendid dry oóllst 18114 feet with brick
walls. and floor, good oilltorli,000.1 house,
meat house, kindling home and meant
house. TERMB-One third osith,
tome in four equal annual payment",
6 per cent. interest on deferred pa
y.
mente.
An elegant farm of 160 sores o
n Goa
Mill Rood 4 miles from Hopkinsv
ille;
will improved, good dwelling, 6
 biome,
stables, granary, corn and all 
necessary
out houses; first class land in fine 
ma-
dition
Valuable store room on Mein Pleat
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At Council rlecting Fri
day
Night.




The oily fathers had a very quiet
sleeting last night. Councilmen West,
lertts and Eggleston were absent.
The mast 'poets of the treasurer,
chief of police and city judge were filed
and acoepted and monthly amounts
were allowed
OFFICIALS' REPOOTS.
The reports of Obief of Police Matth-
ews and Oft Judge Oampbell show She
fallowing facts:
Number of January arrests, 911.
Amount of floes assessed  $6on 51
Oash °Deeded in flues  115.11
Worked out in work house   556 00
Outstanding fines 961 40
The following totals are from City
Tres direr Edmunds' report:
OltillgasL rest).
Balance on Jen 1   $2 i4 48
Receipts for menth   8,4.849
Total. . .   $5 In 99
Disbareenients for month.- .$1 7e9 11
Balsam on hand 11,1.88 71
Total . $6 777 99
IIICHoOL PCNDS.
Balance Jan. 1  $10,841.14
Receipts 12610
--
Total   $I1189$0
Disbursements for mouth._ e 43 18
Balance on hand 11,115 17
Total    $11,169 110
*ASK ACOOCIrl.
Bal. to credit of school fand...$11,126 17
Bal. to credit of general fund. $ 986.71
In bank   $15,114 88
R. M. Arnold & Co. were given
lioense to open a saloon st Pool & Da-
vie' old stand on West Eleventh street.
The DUNA, Central railrcad asked
that special police powers be given to









Judge James Garnett and his wife,
oftrigg county, are at the Willard
Judge Garnett is solicited to make the
ree* far our ea in the First Maeda
oek,) year on theDettrocretle ticket, say.
the Louisville Post. His county of
Trfer has not represented the district
dime the days of Henry Barnett, in the
silky sixties.
A
il,he Republicans have already had
drgoord in their ranks in Caldwell mem-
o;
%fiend the trouble promises to be More
&teals to *rattle as time progresses. It
Toomes eb-int on account of a desire
or, the part of the machine to hold a
°Pinto convention instead of a primary
ay/DM the wish's of the rural element
'121Woomeiritt•• will cordertake an ad-
rot m*nt of ff Ors on Feb. 9. Striae n
(Oa Mots are beteg made to get wooe-
d() Nieuwe' men te run for moiety of-
4's on the Republican ticket, but as
Am, no such candidates have armours., d
doh* K Hendrick, former con
ekiesman from the First district ire
illintatos as untrue the widely otirculatee
TIMM. that be would make a light on
Ste Democratic nominees la Livingstoe
county, because the Landed= !adieu
triono he in the recent primary
There is a live', scramble tor Federal
offices provided for In the bill dividing
Kentucky into two judicial oistriote.
Former Gov Bradley can have the
jud.etuip for the asking.
- -
Mr. Join T. Franks eh° ho'cle a Po
Girton in the internal revenue offloe in
kiensboro under his brother, Memo r
F. r. Franks, has announced his candi-
dacy for the Republiosn nomination for
Sheriff of Cot e 'den county, which I.
his home county
The council determined to put water : The Louisville Demcieratic
 primary
Philife on severe' of the sweets ne
eding has jast e-u called for Saturday, April
NMI. Several taxes were re'nuded and 6, and ail witt
y there are fifty seven can-
ines remitted, after which council ad- dowel in the fie
ld, and the probablitts
)ourned.
Like bad dollars, all con iterfeits of
Os Wilt's Witch Hessl Salve are W
Orfli•
lea& The original quickly cures plies,
sores sad all sk n d.seas. a. R. O. Hard-
wick.
AFTER SHORT ILLNESS
Uttle Daughter et Mr. aid Mrs. A. 5.
Cox Passes Away.
From liatordersAally.
Alberta, the lovely little daug
Mr. and Mrs. A. 8 Cox, died this
ing of inflammation of the stoma*
ter an illness of less than a week;
was only two years old The
sympathy of the .00mnininity goat On
to the parelts in their great bereave-
ment.




00Y. TAYLOR ON MARCH 6.
Manager Holland has received a oom-
munioation from De Long Rim, mana-
ger of Gov Robe L. Taylor's tour, stat-
ing that the great lecturer will appear
here cithout fail March 6
A powerful engine cannot be run
with a weak boiler, and we can't keep
up the ,trans of an active life with
weak stomach; neither can We stop the
human engine to make repairs. If the
stomach cannot digest enough food
keep the body strong, such a preparati
as Bodo' Dyspepsia cure should used I
digests wbat you eat and IS simply can't
help but do you good. R. 0. Hardwick
TOBACCO NOTES.
---
Information from Washington is Sol
the effect that the tax on tobacco
be oldie:red so nine mints a pound.
There is no doubt that the Urinal:-
- ote,
are making arrangements to put out it
good crop of tobacco the coming
In the dark &stride. As early at lilt
there are many plant beds burned an
seeded. So far this month the grouts
has been in splendid condition for pre
paring for seeding. The good and sat-
Woolen prices obtained for tobacco the
past season has been an incentive to the
preparation for a harp e crop. - Louis, ille
Weed.
is that many more will soon announce.
Ref/ardent' of the fact that Taylor car-
ried the county year before lad by a
m•j nity ti 41, and Yorke' at yeas
by 900, the D. znocralle sae confident of
securing a decistv • victory. The ni s
Interesting race is thai for oounty clerk.
fthenff Jahn H Stevens and Assessor
Robe D Gresham are candidates for
the Democratic nomination 10 oppest
Clerk Frank A. Pasteur, the Republican
candidate, who was elected seven con-
secutive times by the Dowered.
BOTH KILLED
Double Tragedy Friday at
Madisonville.
Officer and Drunken Man
Fired Their Wevolvers
Simultaneously.
Police Offerer J 0 /Raton was oboe
at Madisonville Friday afternoon at 4
o'clock sod instantly killed be tint Tea-
✓oom Fergurron at the same time re-
ceived his death wound.
Was ORINII,N0
Fergueon was dri, king considerably
old was warned by Slaron to get off the
greet& and see doing as r•qneeieel,
Policemen Melon mod Earle. attempted
,e) •rreet F.-mown), who mild be left.
04 he sere 4-0, sod drawing 5 JAW ,
ho- b he woi iatou fired simalt-ne s -
gsamination showed that elision was
.bat through the heart, and Ferguson
ass shot through the abdomen, living
until 5:90 o'clock.
Ferguson remitted at Morton'. Gap
'ad was considered rock's., while
drink log.
IMATM PRIDOCTE11.
Slaton bore a good reputation awl
was a barer to evil-doers.
Because of his untirOw vigilance awl
?mires-now his death has often been
predioted.
What's Your Face Worth?
•OlUathhae a fortune, but never, If
you have a sallow complexion, a jean
diced look, moth patellas and blotches
so the skin,-all signs of Liver Trout le.
But Dr King's New Life Pills give
close skin, rosy cheeks, rich complexion
Only 115 ciente at Anderson & Fowler.
J. 0 Oook's L, L 0. K. Wyly's
drug stores.
CHAMP
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This COSTS YOU HIM
se" '•
The Eclipse Egg Carrier
Provide*, the 811ff:fit and Most Convenient Mode of Tuna-
porting Eggs to tht Local M ,rket.
Ills Strong and Durable
With Metal Drop Handles and Patent Folding Filler W4-8





Every Dew subscriber to the WEEKLY KY
NEW ERA who pays One Dollar faro yessosislor
seription in advance will be presented wilt a•




All Old Subscribers can secure the &tip.e gliffipg lopski
lkop _
When threatened by pneumonia co payment of all
 arrears-gee and advancing the subscription
any other lung 'rouble, prompt relief is 
 sail A
Take advantage of tbie offer AT ONCE as it mg be .i
 ii, •
necessary, as it is dangense to delay.
We would suggest that One Minute 
any 
time. 
Call on or addrtse, • • .4
Oeugh Ours be taken as soon as indica-
ons of having taken cold are notio a. It
no quickly and Oa coyly ass prevent
temsumption.
Reports show a greatly Increased
death rile from throat and lung trou-
bles, due to the prevalenos of croup,
pneninonia and grippe. We advise the
use of One Minute Cough Care in all of
these difficulties. It is these* harm-
less remedy that gives immediate re-
sults Children like it. It 0. Hard-
wick.
DO l'Oilit FEET ACNE.AN058URN?
Shake into your those Allen's Fool-
Ease, a powder for the feet. It oases
the feet and makes tight or New Shoes
feel Easy. Oures Oorne, Bunions, Swol-
len, Smarting, Hart, Odious, Bore and
Sweating Fem. Allen's Foot-Kam re-
heves all pain and gives red and oom •
lore We have over 10,000 testimonials
It cure. while you walk. Try it TODAY
All druggists and shoe stores sell it, 116o.
Illeoilde mat free, Address Alba •
Olmsted, Le Roil. Y.!













and the coffee pot the flavor may be changed, the
quality spoiled by carelessness, inexperience, or un-
scrupulous methods. From the time Arbuckles' Coffee
leaves the hands of the grower until it reaches the user in
a sealed packet, it is handled with the same watchful care,
the same thought for cleanliness, that you would give any
article of food that goes on your table. That's the reason
it costs the grocer a cent a pound more than its cheap
imitations. The extra cent you pay for
RBUCKLES
Roasted Coffee
buys much more than a cent's worth of quality and
strength. A pound of Arbuckles' Coffee will give you
more cupfuls of better coffee than you
would get from other package coffees.
Be sure you get Arbuckle.' Roasted Coffee. Other
package coffee are but imitations of Arbuckles'.
iz
ow
or her from tar 14,4st, sattleot only to tal condition that the LI:-
each posse yinekage of •reatekies• Roasted Coffee there Is •
total 
srtie".. WithF   =LC" illtrt e.fnervItitichartMeLtiOltbeiseetel tr
f=fl ell the Pac
kage is to be out out and returned to our Notion
Yea should ses this Lisa. Adarem ell oommunioattons to
ARBUCKLE BROS.
Masa *siseftert. NE
W YORK CITY, N.Y.
W e 111 le el I • IIla elelee 
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